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PREFACE.

Observing that the Cartesian diver used in my lectures since 1895 grew

hea\'ier from year to year, I resolved in 1900 to make definite measurements

of the rate of loss of buoyancy, believing that these would be fruitful ; they

would bear directly on the coefficient of diffusion of the imprisoned gas

through the liquid in which the diver is floating ; it would be easily possible

to vary the liquids and gases, within and without, under conditions of a

determinable diffusion gradient. Ultimately the transfer of single mole-

cules of a gas through the intcrmolecular pores of the liquid is in question,

so that the experiment might throw definite light on the size of physical

pores and on the other molecular relations involved.

The experiments in Chapter I, made during a period of eleven years, with

an ordinary glass balloon-shaped Cartesian diver with a small aperture,

culminated in a plausible value of the diffusion coefficient {i. e., grams of

gas or standard volume of gas transpiring per second across an orthogonal

square centimeter, in case of a unit pressure gradient) of the imprisoned air

through water, together with suggestive relations of the mean viscosity of

the imaginary medium within the molecular pores of the liquid through

which a single molecule of the gas virtually transpires. The investigation

was therefore taken up on a more extended scale, for different pairs of gases.

In Chapter II the diver is modified in form and the endeavor is made to

obtain equal areas in the section of the cylindrical swimmer and the annular

space without, in order to conform more closely to the equation of diffusion.

The theory of the phenomenon and the errors involved are discussed. It

appears that, even for mixed gases, the volumes dift'using (if not the masses)

are fully determinable. The accuracy essentially depends on the measure-

ment of absolute temperature and of barometric pressure and should there-

fore be of an order below 1/2730 per 0.1° C. or 1/7600 per o.i centimeter of

mercury. As the masses of gas contained are as a rule much less than io~^

gram, even in case of air, the weight less than 0.000004 gram is determinable,

showing the remarkable sensitiveness of the method . Moreover, in the region

of constant temperature, the limit of sensitiveness is immensely greater.

In order to elucidate the phenomenon, experiments were begun with the

transpiration of imprisoned hydrogen into air, in v.^hich the resultant diffu-

sion is always unidirectional, outward from the diver. Initially rates as

large as 5 mg. per day were obtained, which eventually decreased to a con-

stant value, equivalent to a fixed diffusion coefficient which indicated the

diffusion of air only. The case of air into air through water showed a

definite mean rate throughout the two or three months of obser\^ation ; but

the daily march of the loss by diffusion was remarkably irregular, a result

finally referred to the change of solubility of the gases in water with tem-
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perature. The result of this is absorption and release of gas as temperature

falls or rises, respectively, during the occurrence of the otherwise steady

diffusion. In the long series the temperature effect was eliminated by the

method of least squares.

Much more striking were the phenomena encountered in endeavoring to

find the coefficient of diffusion of hydrogen through water into hydrogen—in

which, however, the ultimate daily loss of weight of the diver became con-

stant, corresponding to the diffusion coefficient of hydrogen alone. Referred

to molecular conditions, the molecule can be regarded as moving through a

medium about 15 times as viscous as ordinary hydrogen, whereas in case of

air the medium would be about 13 times as viscous as air. The daily march

of results in the hydrogen observations was most striking, inasmuch as the

diver first lost weight at an initially enormous rate for two days, then

rapidly gained weight at a decreasing rate during the ensuing ten days, and

thereafter assumed the steady rate of loss for months. Changes of this

nature are, as a rule, abrupt. It was found that a similar doubly inflected

progression of results usually occurs unless all manipulations at the outset

are conducted not in air, but in a medium of hydrogen, or in general of the

identical gas within the diver. Otherwise the imprisoned gas is at once con-

taminated by diffusion of the surrounding gas into it.

It is not, perhaps, fully appreciated by chemists that gases, otherwise

pure, if stored over water, at once lose purity in consequence of air by

diffusion. In fact a gas. A, in the swimmer, in presence of gases, B, C, etc.,

can not escape by diffusion until the sum of the partial pressures, B, C, etc.,

is equal to or greater than the pressure equivalent of the head of water under

which the gas A is submerged. Before that the gas of the environment will

diffuse into the diver against the hydrostatic pressure of the head of water,

i. e., apparently up hill. The same explanation accounts for the enormous

inflation of the microscopic air bubbles, for instance, in the liquid, when the

surrounding atmosphere is some other gas, like hydrogen; also for the

bubbles which still appear and grovv' at rough points of a surface after the

effervescence of a compound gas has ceased.

Other diffusion experiments, air into hydrogen, oxygen into hydrogen,

hydrogen into air, etc., were eventually pursued through months and com-

pleted in a similar manner and with similar results. The graphs obtained

are throughout striking. It is feasible to derive the differential equation

for these phenomena, but, as might be expected from the complications in

question, it could not be integrated. Finally, it is interesting to note that

if the diffusion coefficients are given, the densities of the gases diffusing at a

constant rate may be computed ; or, from another point of view, the degree

of purity of the gas so diffusing may be ascertained.

The sensitiveness of weighing in case of the Cartesian diver, where the

whole apparatus is quite submerged in water or some other liquid and capil-

lary forces are out of the question, naturally suggested the application of this

method for the measurement of high potentials in case of the absolute elec-
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trometer. For this purpose the whole condenser, as described in Chapter

III, is submerged in a clear non-conducting paraffin oil, while the mov-
able disk of the electrometer is floated on a Cartesian diver, or the circular

top of a cylindrical diver is itself the disk. The difference of weight of a

charged and uncharged condenser is determinable, the former in view of the

electrical pressures being less. It may then be shown that the absolute

difference of potential of the plates, c(Bt. par., varies as their distance apart

and as the square root of the difference of the manometer pressures which

are just compatible with flotation, in the case of the charged and uncharged

condensers, respectively. By keeping the difference in question constant,

potentials may be absolutely measured in terms of the distance apart of the

plates from about 50 volts to indefinitely large magnitudes.

These experiments suggested a variety of other methods. Thus the disk

of the absolute electrometer, now kept in air, was buoyed up and held in

place on a hydrometer, with its body submerged in water or in oil, where the

capillary forces are small. Particularly interesting results were obtained

when the hydrometer was a very thin, straight aluminum tube, at right

angles to the light aluminum plate of the condenser, the aluminum tube

being submerged in a glass tube which is one shank of a U-tube. It is shown

that for a difference of potential of the disks (supposed horizontal) , not too

large, there is a stable and an unstable position of the movable disk, the

former below the latter. The disk therefore rises from its fiducial position in

the uncharged condenser to a definite height. As the difference of potential

increases this height increases until at a transitional height both stable and

unstable positions coincide. For greater differences of potential the disk

passes without intermission from the lower plate (guard ring) to the upper

plate of the condenser. If the difference of potential is constant, the same

phenomena may be evoked on diminishing the distance apart of the plates

of the condenser, by lowering the upper plate on a micrometer screw.

Potentials may then be absolutely measured in terms of the distance apart

of the plates at which the continuous rise of the disk first occurs.

Other similar experiments were devised, such as the treatment of Cou-

lomb's law when one of the repelling bodies is a Cartesian diver, the repe-

tition of Mayer's experiments when the charged metallic bodies are floated

in oil in a charged guard ring, etc.

Finally, the experience gained in Chapter III, in relation to methods of

filling the diver with a gas in an environment of the same gas, a condition

rigorously necessary if the gases are to remain adequately pure for diffusion

measurements, suggested the further development of certain of the experi-

ments in Chapter II. These are given in Chapter IV. In addition to this,

the chapter begins the work of treating the diffusion of gases through solu-

tions systematically and at length. It contains the effect produced on the

diffusion coefficient of air by dissolving in water different quantities of KCl,

NaCl, CaCl2, BaCla, SrClo, K0SO4, Na2vS04, FeCls, AICI3, etc. The purpose

here is at present chiefly the gathering of data. The work is so laborious,
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so essentially slow, and so full of pitfalls, that the serious attempt to draw
conclusions from the data in hand must be deferred. It appears, however,

that in all cases the physical pores of a solvent like water are effectively

closed by a solute, but that the amount of closure is dependent on the char-

acter of the salt and the density of the solution in a way not to be easily

surveyed. Thus a dilute solution may show greater cloture than a concen-

trated solution of the same salt, due no doubt to the formation of hydrates

effective in this respect. It appears also that the diffusion coefficients

obtained from direct manometer experiments in the lapse of years are not

at once comparable with the results for the divers in the lapse of months,

all of which disparities will need long-continued observation.

My thanks are as usual due to Miss Ada I. Burton for most efficient

assistance through the whole of this work, both in its experimental and
editorial parts. The data of Chapter IV, requiring a high order of patience

and accuracy, both as to observations and computation, have been largely

contributed by her.

Carl Barus.

Brown University,

Providence, Rhode Island.
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CHAPTER I.

THE TRANSPIRATION OF AIR THROUGH A PARTITION OF WATER.

1. Molecular Transpiration of a Gas.—Ever since 1895 I have observed

that the Cartesian diver used in my lectures grew regularly heavier from

year to year. The possibility of such an occurrence is at hand; for the

imprisoned air is under a slight pressure-excess as compared with the

external atmospheric air. But this pressure gradient is apparently so insig-

nificant as compared with the long column of water through which the

flow must take place that opportunities of obtaining quantitative evidence

in favor of such transpiration seem remote. If, however, this evidence is

here actually forthcoming, then the experiment is of unusual interest, as it

will probably indicate the nature of the passage of a gas molecularly through

the intermolecular pores of a liquid. It should be possible, for instance, to

obtain comparisons between the dimensions of the molecules transferred

and the channels of transfer involved.

2. Apparatus.—Hence on February 27, 1900, I made a series of definite

experiments* sufficiently sensitive so that in the lapse of years one might

expect to obtain an issue. The swimmer was a small, light, balloon-shaped

glass vessel, vd, fig. i, unfortunately with a very

narrow mouth 2 mm. in diameter at d, in the long

column of water A . The small opening, however,

gave assurance that the air would not be acci-

dentally spilled in the intervening years. For this

reason it was temporarily retained, the purpose

being that of getting a safe estimate of the con-

ditions under which flow takes place.

In fig. I, ab is a rubber hose filled with water,

terminating in the receiver R. Here the lower

level of water may be read off. Moreover, R is

provided with an open hose C, through which pres-

sure or suction may be applied by the mouth, for

the purpose of raising or lowering the swimmer, vd, in the column A. In

this way constancy of temperature is secured throughout the column.

3. Barometer.—The apparatus is obviously useful for ordinary baro-

metric purposes, and provided the temperature, /, of the air at v is known
to 0.025° C, the barometric height should be determinable as far as o.i mm.
Apart from this the sensitiveness of the apparatus is surprising. Great care

must be taken to avoid adiabatic changes of temperature, so that slow

manipulation is essential. These and other precautions were pointed out

in the original paper. The apparatus labors under one fundamental diffi-

culty, as the diffusion of a compound gas like air is a complicated discrep-

FiG. I.—Cartesian diver ad-
justed for diffusion meas-
urement.

*Ara. Journ. Sci., ix, 1900, pp. 397-400.
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ancy which will be felt in the lapse of time. The question will be discussed

in the next chapter.

4, Equations. Manipulation .—Let h be the difference of level of the impris-

oned water and the free surface in the reservoir R. Then it follows easily that

Rm T
h+H' (i)

Fig. 2.—Cylin-

drical diver.

p„ gM (i+m/M)-py,/pg

where // is the corrected height of the barometer (from which the mercury

head equivalent to the vapor pressure of water is to be deducted), pm, Pw, Pa,

the densities of mercury (o° C), water {t° C), and glass,

respectively, m the mass of the imprisoned air at v, R its

gas constant, and t=/ + 273° its absolute temperature.

M is the mass of the glass of the swimmer and g the acceler-

ation of gravity.

The equilibrium position of the swimmer is unstable.

To find it R may be raised and lowered for a fixed level of

the swimmer ; or R may be clamped and the proper level of

the swimmer determined by suction and release at C. The

dropping of the swimmer throughout the column of water

may occasion adiabatic change of temperature of 0.23°. It was my practice

in the present experiments to use the latter method and to indicate the

equilibrium position of the swimmer by an elastic steel ring encircling A.

In this way the correct level may be found to about i mm. and afterwards

read off on the cathetometer.

After making the observations, the hose ah is to be separated at a, so that

the swimmer falls to a support some distance above the bottom, admitting

of free passage for diffusion. Clearly this diffusion is due to the difference

of level, h", between the water in v and at the free surface of the liquid

(see fig. 2). Increase of barometric pressure has no differential effect. A
large head //", however, means a longer column for diffusion.

5. Data.—In table i a few of the data made in 1900 are inserted, chosen

at random.

In the intermediate time I did not return to the measurements until quite

recently (January 1911), when a second series of observations was made.

As much as one-fourth of the air contained in 1900 had now, however,

escaped, in consequence of which the above method had to be modified and

all heads measured in terms of mercury. Hence if H denotes the height

of the barometer (diminished by the head equivalent to the vapor pressure

of water) and if m/M be neglected in comparison with i (about 0.06 per

cent), the equation becomes

^HPm H{l 'pm-llpg) / nm = —^— (2)
K T

in which the first factor of the right-hand member is constant. If the

observations are made at the instant the swimmer sinks from the free

surface in A, fig. 2, H must be increased by the mercury equivalent of the
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height h" of v. The table contains all the data reduced to mercury heads.

A = Mgpm/R- Consequently 1842 X io~^ grams of the imprisoned air escaped

in the intervening 10.92 years; i. g., 0.265 o^ the original mass of air. In

other words 168.7X10"^ grams per year, 0.462X10"^ grams per day, or

5.35 X io~^^ grams of dry air per second.

Table i.—Weight m of the imprisoned air, v, fig. i. M=\o grams; pto=I3.6;

Pg= 2.8j; mouth of diver, 2r = o.2 cm.; ^4 =0.0465. Time interval 10.92 years.

Date.
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pressure gradient {P— p)/l, when rj is the viscosity and f the slip of the gas.

Hence the value 77/(1 +4f/>) = 4.8 X lo*^ would have to obtain, a resist-

ance which would still be enormously large relative to the viscosity of air

(t) = 180X io~^), even if the part of the section of the channel which is open

to capillar}' transpiration is a very small fraction.

7. Coefficients of Transpiration.—To compute the constants under which

flow takes place the concentration gradient dc/dl may be replaced either by

a density gradient dp/dl or a pressure gradient dp/dl. If the coefficients

in question be k^ and kp respectively

' Rt adpdl ^-"^

where the section a is equal to the area of the mouth of the swimmer, R is

the absolute gas constant, r the absolute temperature of the gas, and m the

loss of imprisoned air in grams per second. If z; = mRr/p is the correspond-

ing loss of volume at r and p,

" Rt aRrdp/dl ^-^ '

If in equation (3) the full value of m is inserted, and t denotes current time

or m = m/t; if

dp _ h"p„g

dl h"-\-2h"'

where pw is the density of water, //" and //'" the difference of level (see fig. 2)

of the surface in v below the free surface in A and above the mouth at d,

the relations are

Mp^ Hi + 2h'";jr
k„= (

"
- ~) (*'

Rt T ap„

K=KR^ (5)

The acceleration of gravity g has dropped from both equations; k^ is inde-

pendent of Rt. The coefficient kp, however, is more perspicuous.

If h'" is made very small in comparison with h" (care being taken to

avoid loss of air during manipulation), //' will also vanish; or for h" = 0,

^ tRapy, T \p
^ (^ - ^) (6)

. „ T \p,„ pj
and similarly for h" = o

I

reduces to

in = kpap^g

Thus the apparatus is most sensitive if a is as large as possible and h'"jh"

as small as possible and the length of the column in A is eventually without

influence on the result. Hence if for a cylindrical swimmer the internal
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right section is equal to the area of the annular space between the outer wall

of the swimmer and the inner wall of the vessel A, if the column of water

above the swimmer is removed during the prolonged intervals of time

between observations, the section a through which capillary transpiration

takes place is definitely given. It is obvious that the swimmer must be

suspended, for instance by fine cross-wires, above the bottom of the tank A

.

Reference is finally to be made to convection and to temperature. The
manipulation during observation necessarily stirs up the water and distorts

the regular pressure gradient. Hence observations are to be made rarely.

Again, to obviate convection in general the vessel must be kept in a room

of nearly constant temperature.

8. Values of the Coefficients.—If the data of table t be inserted in the

equations for kp and k^,

, mRr 5.35Xio~''X2.87Xio'X298 ^ _6

" adp/dl 10314X23470/40

Hence for a gradient of i dyne per centimeter, 2.9X10"^^ grams of air

flow between opposed faces of a cubic centimeter of water per second.

This may be put roughly as about 2.4X10"'" c.c. of air per second. The
speed of migration of individual air molecules intermolecularly through a

wall of water is thus 2.4X lo"'** cm./sec. for a dyne/cm. gradient.

Since the gradient is the energy expended when the cubic centimeter is

transferred i cm. along the channel, and if the number of air molecules per

cubic centim.eter be taken as iV= 6oX 10^*, the force acting per molecule to

give it the velocity just specified is 1/(60X10'^) dynes. Hence the force

or drag per molecule, if its speed is to be i cm. per second, is

/= ;-—:^7-—:—fs
= -

—

——
-g dynes /=6.9X io~"dynesif i; = cm./sec.

' 2.4X10 '60X10 144X10* ^ -^ ^ -^

This may be compared with the force necessary to move a small sphere

through a very viscous liquid of viscosity rj. This force is

li v=i cm./sec, 2r= io~^X2 cm. the diameter of the sphere of influence of

the molecule, and/=6.9X io~^^ dynes, the value just found,

6.9X10-" _o
''^ 6.x 10-

=3''^^"

In other words, the molecule moves through a liquid about twice as viscous

as the air itself.

It is not improbable that from results of this kind some light will be

thrown on the molecular interspaces of a liquid ; for the problem in hand is

ultimately that of a single molecule transferring through the intermolecular

channels. The relations here obtained will, however, be considerably modi-
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fied in the next chapter in connection with newer values for N and a more
trustworthy value of the diffusion coefficient k than can be obtained through-

out the vicissitudes of a long time interval of eleven years and a form of

diver such as is here used.

9. Conclusion.—The above data are subject to the different hypotheses

stated ; but it has been shown that the results may be obtained by the method
described free from ulterior suggestion. It seems to me that detailed inves-

tigations of the above kind carried on with reference to both the chemical

and the physical properties of the liquid, i. e., with different liquids and

different gases at different temperatures and pressures, can not but lead to

results of importance bearing on the molecular physics involved. Hence
experiments of this kind were begun in this laboratory and such as have

matured are reported in the following chapters.

Obviously in a doubly closed water manometer (U-tube), the unequal

heads of the two columns of liquid must in a way similar to the above vanish

in the lapse of time. This method seems particularly well adapted to

obviate convection, and has also been adopted, though it requires long

time intervals. Finally, hydrogen actually shows a measurable amount of

molecular transpiration in the daily march of results obtained; but their

extremely complicated character was not foreseen at the outset. They are

not, therefore, available for discussion until they have been thoroughly

analyzed in the way to be treated in Chapter II.



CHAPTER II.

THE TRANSPIRATION OF THE SYSTEMS AIR-AIR, HYDROGEN-HYDRO-
GEN, AIR-HYDROGEN, HYDROGEN-AIR, ETC., THROUGH WATER.

10. Introductory. Apparatus.—In the preceding chapter prehminary

data were given for the molecular transpiration of air, obtained from an

eleven-year period of observations of the increase of weight of a Cartesian

diver. This apparatus was ill-adapted for the experiments, because of its

small mouth. Consequently cylindrical swimmers have since been in-

stalled, both for air and for hydrogen, and often showed sufficiently rapid

progress to admit of a statement of results after several weeks. In fig. 3,

vd is the diver in the column of water A, usually resting in an elevated

position on the vertical wire-gauze partition, e. The imprisoned air is

shown at v in contact with the lower water-level, and/ is the level of the

free surface of water. The .

tubes a and b, the latter con- .J III O

taining a glass stopcock, are

useful in exhaustion, or in

special experiments for the

conveyance of an artificial

atmosphere of hydrogen into

the space above the free sur-

face/. T is the thermometer

placed eccentrically. The
heads h', h", W" will be re-

ferred to below.

This form of apparatus

is suitably modified in the

way shown in fig. 4, with

a view to making uniform the section of the column of water through

which diffusion takes place. Here the swimmer vd is contained in a central

tube cd (with a stopcock at c) full of water. The swimmer fits the tube

with just sufficient freedom to slide easily. The tube is then partially

surrounded by the water in the larger vessel A . There may be a stop near

the top at/ to determine the level of flotation. This is particularly neces-

sary, both here and in fig. 3, when the top of the swimmer is flat. The

advantages of this form are many; in the first place, the section r and the

annular section r'cf the diffusion column may be made the same throughout,

within, around, and above the swimmer, which is not the case in fig. 3;

the level/ may be sharply determined, since there is no danger of the rider

parting the water at the surface. Discrepancies due to friction of convec-

tion currents are diminished. The heads h\ h", and h'" may be more

7

Fig. 3.—Cylindrical
diver adjusted for dif-

fusion measurement.

Fig. 4.— Cartesian diver

with double tube.
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accurately measured. Finally, the whole arrangement is more conducive

to constancy of temperature in the essential parts of the apparatus than is

the case in fig. 3.

1

1

. Imprisoned Hydrogen Diffusing into Free Air. Preliminary Data.—
As before the mass m' of hydrogen contained at v in the swimmer is given by

m
Mgp^ H
R T \p,n Pn/

(l)

where Mg is the weight of the glass swimmer, p„ the density of mercury at

0° C, p„ the density of water at /°, and Pg the density of glass. H is the

barometric height diminished by the head equal to

the vapor pressure of water vapor, r the absolute

temperature, and R the gas constant of hydrogen.

The latter applies at the outset onl)^ Since

M= 18.09 grams p„= 13.6

g = 98i

the constant A = Mgp^/R

7^ = 41.4X10''

0.005823. The hydro-

gen used was obtained electrolytically from water,

enough being introduced into the swimmer to just

prevent flotation.

In the course of time the gases contained in the

diver will change from the influx of diffused air and

the efflux of hydrogen. Hence the gas constant R
of the imprisoned gas is not fixed in value. Sup-

posing, however, all observations to be made or all

diffusion to occur at a certain mean pressure B and

temperature t; since for all gases Rp = RoPQ, the

latter referring to the initially pure gas at the given

temperature and pressure (supposed, as stated, to

be constant during flotation); and since, finally,

PI = v'p' = vp, during and before flotation, therefore

RoPo T ^Pto Pg^ ^Pw Po^ ^

Fig. 5.—Loss of mass
of gas in diver in lapse

of days. Diffusion of

hydrogen into air.

dO

so that the variations of volume v are referred to in taking the quantity

A = MgpjR constant. To pass from v to the mass m it will be necessary to

multiply A by p/p^ where the density p of the imprisoned gas is not known.

I shall suppose that the variation of temperature and pressure during a long

period may be eliminated by the method of least squares. Hence only the

coefficients of diffusion by volume, called k below, are determinable. The

coefficient of diffusion by mass, k, can not, apparently, be found at once,

except for a system of but one gas.

Table 2 contains the observations made preliminarily with hydrogen, in

so far as they are trustworthy. These and others are reproduced in fig. 5,
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m' being shown in the lapse of time. The curve is at first nearly linear in its

descent and thereafter is sharply flexed to the right. This is in a measure

due to the fact that much hydrogen has escaped, and the lower surface of the

bubble V is now no longer equal to the area or cross-section of the swimmer.

Hence the transpiration proceeds with diminished area, and therefore more

slowly. Subsequent experiments, however, will show that this flexure of

the curve is, in the main, real (§23).

There are other difficulties which ultimately enter, owing to the fact that

the exhaustion needed to make the diver float is so large that the gases

Table 2.—Molecular transpiration of hydrogen into air, through a wall of water.
i4 =0.005823; il/= 18.09 grams; pm=i3.6; i/p;, = 0.3486*; h' = o.o6 cm.; h"=\\.o
cm.; A'" = 5.5 cm.; 1 = 22.0 cm.; areas 12.6 cm. ^ and 24.6 cm.^; a = 12.0 cm.^; mean t,

22°; 7? = 4i.45Xio«; p/, = 89.55X lo-^.

Date.

191 1. Feb. 8

9
9
10

II

12

•3

•4

•5

Hour,
afternoon.

o
I

4

4
o

5

4

3

5

m.
o

30
o
o

o
20
o

30
o

H
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12. Continued. Coefficients Depending upon Water Heads Only.—It

will be expedient to compute the coefficients of molecular transpiration,

tentatively, under a variety of hypotheses, before making a more careful

examination of the case. There are at the outset two points of view from

which the coefficients of transpiration may be calculated, since in fig. 3 the

gas at V (hydrogen), is different from the gas at/ (air). Thus the pressure

gradient may either be taken as the mere excess of pressure at v over that

of/, i.e.,

dp _ li"Ptog _ Pwg ..

dl h"+2h"' i+2//'VA"
^^^

since both gases hydrogen and air are saturated with moisture ; or the gradient

may be taken as the full barometric pressure plus the head, i.e.,

dp _ n+h"p,g

dl h"-\-2h"'
^^^

since there is no hydrogen above / and both gases, hydrogen and air, are

saturated with water. To decide between these and other hypotheses it

will ultimately be necessary to introduce for comparison an artificial atmos-

phere of hydrogen at/, as is done in §20 below. Moreover, if the diffusion

takes place subject to equation (3), air must in like manner diffuse from/
into V, and a phenomenon of considerable complication result, as is actually

the case.

Leaving the theoretical discussion for more adequate treatment below, it

is interesting preliminarily to examine equations (2) and (3) separately.

Postulating equation (2), the (virtual) coefficients k for a pressure gradient

are respectively, if a is the area of the mouth of the swimmer, and m' the

loss of imprisoned air per second for the gradient dp/dl,

ni' m' i+2h"'/h"
k= —;

—

TTi
~

(4)
adp/dl a p^g

Here 2h"'=i\ cm.,//'=ii cm., therefore i-\-2h"'/h" = 2. The mean tem-

perature may be taken at 22° or Pj^ = 0.998; ^ = 981, a= 12 cm.^, thus

12X0.998X981

The pressure gradient dp/dl is 489 dynes/cm. Hence, since

m= — 6.29Xio~^°g/sec.

the value of the initial coefficients is at 22°, for hydrogen, if the air influx

is ignored,

yfe = 1.07X10"^^

Here k is the rate in grams/sec, under the hypothesis stated, at which

hydrogen transpires molecularly between opposed faces of a cubic centi-

meter of water, when the gradient is one dyne/cm.
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I may remark in passing that from equation (4)

m' = kap,g/{i-\-2h"'/h")

the individual values of m' from day to day should vary with p„, or with

temperature; but this amounts to but 0.02 per cent per degree and is thus

insufficient to explain the zigzag passage of some of the curves obtained;

for instance, that of the transpiration of air into air through water (§19),

or of hydrogen into hydrogen (§20) ,
quantitatively. Moreover, the zigzag is

of a positive and negative character and hence quite beyond the reach of

such a discrepancy. It has been referred partly to the effect of vortices

due to convection (frictional pull of water on the swimmer), or again to an

actual evolution and absorption of the imprisoned gas from the water below,

as temperature rises and falls. Finally, since the true mass rate, m, for

mixed gases is obtained from m', by

m = m —
(5)

Po

where pg refers to hydrogen and therefore for the given mixture, ccBt. par.,

m is constant, w'p must also be constant. In other words, m' as computed

will vary inversely as the actual density p of the gas, i. e., m' will increase

as temperature rises and decrease as temperature falls. The effect of

temperature is not, however, marked in these experiments. It is so, how-

ever, for an air-air system, for which the latter explanation does not apply.

Hence the cause of the irregularity is probably absorption and release, as

specified.

13. Continued. Apparent Frictional Resistance per Molecule. Virtual

Viscosity.—The above coefficient, k, nominally shows the grams per second

of hydrogen which transpire molecularly for a pressure gradient of one

dyne/cm. at 22°. As the density of hydrogen at 22° is about 82.3X10"®
the volume coefficient will be

K = V82.3 X io~® = 1.30X 10"'

Here k is the true coefficient of transpiration by volume.

It may be interesting to inquire in passing what the virtual viscosity would

be under which the molecule transpires for a pressure gradient of d3'ne/cm.

when 1.3X10"^ c.c. of hydrogen transpire molecularly between opposed

faces of a cubic centimeter, or the velocity of the molecule is i'= 1.3X io~"

cm. /sec. If the resistance, which is really kinetic, be regarded as due to a

continuous medium of virtual viscosity rj, we may write the force / urging a

single molecule of radius r with a speed v

f=6Trr]rv

Thus the force which urges A^ = 6oX 10^^ molecules (O. E. Meyers's estimate

of the number per cubic centimeter, if the effective diameter of each is

2f= 2Xio~^ cm.) will be

F = 37r77X2Xio"*X6oXio'^X»
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Now, the above velocity corresponds to a pressure gradient dyne/cm., i. e.,

to a loss of energy of i erg per cubic centimeter for a transfer of the cubic

centimeter of gas along i cm., /. e., to a resistance oi F=i dyne. Thus for

the stated value of v

7? = 68Xio~^

The viscosity of hydrogen at 22°, according to Puluj, is 91 .5 X io~®. Hence

if the present method of computation, which ignores the air influx, were cor-

rect, it would follow that the molecular transpiration of hydrogen through

the intermolecular pores of water takes place at a rate corresponding to the

order of its viscosity. The experiments of the sequel (§§19, 20), however,

show that this simple method of computation is not admissible for hydrogen-

air diffusion, or at least not until the pressure gradients due to the heads of

water quite hold in check the further influx of air due to diffusion.

14. Continued. Transpiration Depending upon Barometric Pressure.—
If, again, the initial influx of air into the swimmer be ignored, while the

efflux of gas due to diffusion gradients is alone considered, the gradients

take the form

dp (B-T)p^-\-h"p^ ..

dl ^ h"+ 2h"' ^ ^

where B is the height of the barometer and p^^ and p„ the densities of mercury

and water, w the vapor pressure of water vapor (referred to mercury), h"

the effective head of water, h"+ 2h"' the length of the diffusion column.

The mean temperature was 22°, the mean barometer 76.21 cm., and the

vapor pressure 2 cm. Thus

dp ^ 74.21X13.6-f 11X0.998 , ,

jy = 981 —
ii-^ii

=45.500 dyne/cm.

whence, since a=i2 cm.^ and w' = 6.29X10"^", the auxiliary

k = m'/a{dp/dl) = 1.1^X10-^''

If these coefficients be taken per cubic centimeter instead of per gram of

hydrogen transpiring per second, under normal conditions, the volume

coefficient will be

K = V82.3Xio~^= 1.40X10""

Hence the velocity of transpiration for a dyne/cm. gradient is v= 1.4X io~"

cm./sec.

Finally the virtual viscosity of the medium through which the single

molecule is dragged by the gradient would be, since the resistance F= i,

77= I /67riVrz; = 6,310X10"°

In other words, the viscosity under the tentative hypothesis stated would be

about 70 times as large as that of hydrogen.
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The decision as to the applicability of either of these, or similar hypoth-

eses, can not be given until the work is repeated with an artificial atmos-

phere of hydrogen at/ in fig. 3, in place of air; or after other similar varia-

tions of experiment. The results (§20) show that in the earlier stages of

the work, at least, the behavior throughout is then totally different. Hence
it is necessary to investigate the question from a broader point of view and
relative to the two simultaneous diffusions in opposite directions through

the same channel.

15. Continued. Influx of Air into the Imprisoned Hydrogen.—In view

of the fact that for a single gas w increases uniformly in the lapse of time,

the initial counterflux of air may also be computed directly, independent

of the flow of hydrogen. In this way additional light is thrown upon the

phenomenon, preliminarily. Thus if k^ and p^ refer to air

.,,^KadpJdl=Ka ^-^=;^^p^" =*,- 74.2. X.3.6X98.
^^,

where p^ is zero at the beginning of the experiment and where k^ has the

value found in §19, i.o9Xio~^\ Hence ^^ = 5.89X10"^ grams/sec. or

5.09X I
o~^ grams/day. Initially {t — o sec), therefore, the swimmer should

gain 5.1 mg. per day, due to the influx of air into the imprisoned hydrogen.

In the lapse of time this rate would naturally be much reduced in conse-

quence of the counter-pressure of the air accumulating in the swimmer;
nevertheless the initial rate of influx (5.89X10"^ grams/sec.) is so large, as

compared with the observed rate of efflux, 6.29X10"^" grams/sec. in table 2,

as to show that two counter-currents of air and hydrogen are simultaneously

transpiring, at rates relatively not very different in value. It is therefore

necessary to investigate these currents in detail.

16. Continued. Coefficients Depending on Diffusion Gradients. Trans=

piration.—This case might at first seem improbable. If the hydrogen

diffuses outward under full barometric pressure at v, fig. 3, there being no

hydrogen at /, the air must diffuse inward from / to v, since there is no

air originally at v; but when the hydrogen has nearly vanished, or its

pressure excess at v is equivalent to a diffusion gradient h"py:g along Jv,

the air or a mixed air-hydrogen gas would again have to diffuse outward,

due to the specified head or increment of pressure at v as compared with /.

Such complications would hardly be expected in so simple an experiment

and yet this is precisely what seems to take place. I have therefore developed

the equations tentatively as follows.

Let pj^ and p^ be the pressures of hydrogen and of air at any time at v,

fig. 3. Let B be the constant barometric pressure during diffusion and vr

the vapor pressure of water. Then

B+h"p,g = p^-\-p^+7r (8)

where the constant U. = p,,-\-p^ = B-\-h"p^g— ir may be used for abbreviation

.
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lyCt Wy, and w„ be the masses of air and of hydrogen transpiring per second,

into and out of the imprisoned volume, v. Hence, if a is the area of the

water level at v,

-m=- {ntj,-wj = a{k^ dpjdl-k^ dpjdl) (9)

is the variation of mass per second, if kj^ and k^ are the coefficients for hydro-

gen and air, respectively. But

dpa ^ B-TC-pa ^ Pn-h"p^g dpj, ^ p„

dl h"+ 2h"' h"^2h"' dl h"-\-2h"'
^'°^

where p„ is the density of water and g the acceleration of gravity. Hence

-^=<^ih-K)j;f7^,+aK^_^lll,j^,, (11)

Therefore, when Pf^ vanishes in the lapse of time, the diffusion of air alone

is in question and m will be constant. The datum actually measured,

however, is m' = mp/po, where p is the density of the imprisoned mixed gas

and Pg the density of the initial gas, hydrogen, all at the supposedly fixed

mean temperature and pressure assumed. Thus it will be necessary to

refer equation (11) to diffusion by volume and write, k being the coefficient,

-V = a{K,-K,) j^n^^j^n, +«'^a/,-+ 2//" ^'^^

In equation (12) if p,^ were to vanish or become negligible, the transpira-

tion of air would alone be in question and v would be constant, supposing

that Kft and k^ are really constant, or that the phenomenon is homogeneous.

For a diffusion and a transpiration phenomenon may occur side by side,

subject to different laws ; the first depending upon the degree of mixture of

the gases and rapidly vanishing as the mixture is more nearly complete,

the second depending upon the head h". It does not follow, however, in

view of §15, that Pf, will vanish first; for when Pn = h"p^„g, p„ = B— Tr, and
the influx of air must cease, because the air gradient has vanished. Hence
thereafter hydrogen and air will both diffuse out of the swimmer; for any
further diminution of p,, means an increase of p^ which is now greater than

B— TT. A mixture of gases thus diffuses which grows continually richer in

air and poorer in hydrogen, until it is nearly pure air.

Equations (i i) and (12) are not integrable, since wis independent of mand
V independent of v.

17. Continued. Flotation.—Admitting equation (12), the endeavor

must now be made to express p,, or its equivalent in terms of quantities

belonging to the mixture, or to express m in terms of p, the density of the

imprisoned gases.

Let P be the artificial barometric pressure on flotation, and let p'^ and

pj, be the corresponding pressures of the dry air and hydrogen imprisoned.
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Then if the position of the swimmer remains unaltered and temperature is

constant

P+h"p,g-ir = p[-^p', = \\'
(13)

while above, equation (8)

B+ h"p,g-iT = p,+p^ = Yl

n' is variable in time, whereas 11 is constant. Moreover

B-P={Pa-p'a) + {Pn-p'n) ^rid P =p[Vp, (14)

Pa+'pn = ^ (15)

The ratio (/>« +/>/,)/ (/'„+/'») is not the same as B/P but equal to II/Il'.

The imprisoned volume v' at constant temperature on flotation will be

rigorously

M(i/p^-i/Pg)

^-PJPaPT- Ph^ RnP'^-T^/KPvT
(16)

if R is the gas constant for air, hydrogen, and water vapor, as indicated

by subscripts. The second, third, and fourth terms of the denominator are

not larger than 0.00098 at ordinary temperatures and variable to less than

0.0000 1 per degree. Hence they are negligible as compared with the large

variations of ni found in experiment, which amount to several per cent.

Thus

.' = M(i/p,-i/p,) (17)

nearly enough for all purposes, and hence

„,.„,+„=Mi.v^(i;+|) (.3)

in terms of mercury heads if

^='^'pmS> (19)

the condition of flotation is

A(H' H,\
m

We may, on the other hand, express the pressures without coefficients,

v' being given by equation (17),

t/n'=(7?„«?,+7?,m,)r (21)

Again, since v' is constant,

v'P={R^m„+Rf,m^)T (22)

at constant temperature; or from equation (18)
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Between the variables belonging to IT and H' respectively there is an imme-
diate relation, since on mere expansion for flotation

PjPn^p'jp'r. (24)

at any time, from which p' may be reduced to p; or, for instance, in case

of equation (18)

'^' ( Pa , Ph\Ph , .^ f .

Finally, the initial mass, m^, of hydrogen imprisoned must be given,

corresponding to the initial volume v = Vq, not expanded like v' for flotation;

V is variable while v' is constant. Hence

'mQ= VQU/Rj^T (26)

and at any subsequent time

^h

which reduces to

p,(i i\ R^

p being the density of the mixture undergoing transpiration at / seconds

and Po the density of the pure hydrogen at / = o seconds.

The value of pf^ given in equation (29) may now be inserted into equation

(11), whereupon this becomes

m _„ i-Rap/R„Po h-K |T ^"Pwg / X

a i-RJRn h"+ 2h"'~^'^''h"+2h"'
^^^^

which is perhaps the most acceptable form of the equation for m; but, as

stated above, it can not be integrated, because p = pa-\-pj^ = m/v, both of

which {m and v) are variable in the lapse of time. Since m' = mp^lp is

observed, the equation is advantageously referred to volume. If the mean
temperature and pressure are assumed constant throughout, implying

where R the gas constant of the mixture,

a
~ I-RJR^ h"+2h"' ^ ''h"+2h"' ^^^

li m or V is constant, a result which eventually appears in all the experi-

ments, it follows that p is constant, i. e., a gas mixture of definite composi-

tion or density eventually diffuses, since

m = aVi
K], K„ Jx,a

h"-\-2h"' R,-R, p.
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but the density, p, of this mixture is not given. If, however, m is observed

p may be computed (equation 31). If p = po

-m=aUkJ{h"+2in-aK{n-h"pg)/{h'^-\-2hn (33)

depending upon two nearly equal counter-currents, since IT is relatively

large. If eventually p = Pa, since R^ p^ = RhPo = Rh Ph>

-m = akji"p^g (34)

the diffusion of air alone due to the head h".

Finally, in a manner similar to the above, one may deduce

ra
V =

U{}l"-\-2h"')
[pniRa K+Rn h) - RaK h"p^g] (35)

18. Continued. Potential Energy of the gas mixture.—If the mixed

gases are to be separated, the work to be done is given by

w=vpj,\ogpjn+vp^ogpjn (36)

since the hydrogen is to be compressed isothermally from v and p^ to 11

and the air similarly from v and p^to H, v being the volume of gas while

transpiration is taking place at Il = pf^-\-pa- Thus the work per unit of

volume is

'^«=7 = ^>^n^.+"'o^'¥"=>°^^^^^^' (37)

If there is eventually to be but a single gas present, the above equation for

W must be modified, to include the relative importance of the head h" of

water on the imprisoned gas. In other words,

p^+p, = n-^h"p^g = Ii+ p' (say)

and therefore

T=^>°^5T7^.+("+^')'°^^^^' (38)

Hence, if pj^ is equal to zero, on expansion (since p'/H is also very small)

-=(n+ />') (^ + • •

-J
=/'' = A"p.g, nearly.

The potential energy per unit of volume is constant.

The rate at which potential energy is lost per second on mixture is per

unit of volume

7=-/'>g(^-^-i;+-iog^^^'

—

w^ ^^9)

if i=o, dWIdp^^-'Aog ^'^^ ~^^

Ph
a Pn = o, dW/dv = W/v

li p^ = U.-\-p' or pa = o, initially,

iv • "^ Ph '
/
^— =-/>logo+/>ft-log— =-p\ogo+p -, nearly.
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It follows therefore, initially, when p^ = U-\-p' or pa = o, there being a

charge of hydrogen only,

W/v= 00

for all reasonable values of p}^ and v. Hence diffusion, to keep pace with the

loss of potential energy per second, should be extremely rapid at the outset.

The observations below, as a rule, show enormously rapid transpiration

at the beginning of the experiment, which thereafter rapidly diminishes and
is often reversed in the lapse of time. There can be little doubt, therefore,

that in the cases of mixed gases the rate at which the potential energy of

the system diminishes may be invoked to interpret the observed phenom-
enon, particularly when the diffusion take place, on the whole, against the

gradients due to the water heads. Beyond this, however, i. e., further than

as a means of pointing out the source of energy, the potential energy of

separated gases will not probably need to be considered.

19. Transpiration of Air into Air Through Water.—^Tentative results of

this kind were given in the preceding chapter, from observations lasting a

period of about eleven years. The swimmer was unsuitable for the purpose,

but the datum found, k = 2.gXio~^^, should furnish an estimate as to the

probable order of values to be anticipated.

In table 3 I have given the present results, so far as they have matured,

showing the daily diminution of the mass {m in grams) of the imprisoned air.

Figure 6 contains the value of m in milligrams on successive days. As
the observations can not be in error, even as much as o.i per cent, the

marked discrepancy encountered must have some real cause. True, the

opportunities for constant temperature were not at hand and there is inter-

ference with the gradient due to convection, in the case of an apparatus

like fig. 3 ; but the actual increase of weight can not apparently be referred to

these causes, except in so far as m = m'pip^ , in equation (5). There are two

other explanations : If the temperature of the column of water is not exactly

that of the environment during observation there will be eddy currents,

which will raise and depress the swimmer by friction with its sides. This

was actually tested on February 27 by artificially heating the apparatus

from without. The swimmer is then too heavy, due to a downward axial

current and the charge of air found too small. The discrepancy, however,

is inadequate in amount. The predominating cause seems to be associated

with the effect of temperature on the solution* of gases in water. At higher

temperatures gas is evolved from the water and caught by the swimmer
and the imprisoned air is therefore too hea\'y. At lower temperatures the

gas of the swimmer is absorbed into water and the charge of air is too light.

As this effect is inherent in the experiment itself, there is no way of com-

bating it except the maintainance of absolutely constant temperature.

The coefficients will eventually have to be computed by the method of

*The final curve for the hydrogen-hydrogen system is much smoother than the
corresponding curves for mixed gases under the same conditions. Hence the pref-
erence given to the solution effect.
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Table 3.—Diffusion of air through water into air.

19

MgP^H/ I

w =
R

( ) ; il/= 12.01 grams; i? = 2.87X io«; p,n= 13.6; /I = il/gp«/i? = o.05583;
Vp.„ P»/w "^0

1 = 2^.0 cm. •,h"=\'j.o cm. ; 2h"' =1^.0 cm.: i/pj = o.3486;* water head 0.1 1 cm.

Diameters: Vessel=4.3 cm.; lloat = 2.5 cm. Areas: ^'=14.5 cm. ^; A = -j.o'^ cm..^

Date. Hour.
1
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The data for m calculated with these constants are also inscribed in table 3.

The errors show the fluctuation of the temperature cycles. They may be

regarded as eliminated from the curve as a whole. The rate m per day

reduced to seconds gives

^ = 4.04X10"^" grams/sec, at about 20°

Hence

4.04X10"^° _13k= ^^ =1.09X10
7.05X524

The new value is thus much smaller than the tentative value, ^ = 2.9X io~*^

found from the balloon-shaped Cartesian diver, with small mouth (2r= o.2

cm.) after a period of eleven years. The uncertainty surrounding the latter

datum, in view of the long time-interval and the unfavorable shape, etc., did

not lead me to expect more than an order of values. The values of k,

moreover, involve the change of the gas constant, or mixture. Nevertheless

the agreement should apparently have been closer. Moreover, even in the

present method, a, h" , and h'" are not yet very accurately determinable

and the equation l = h"-\-2h"' needs a correction for 2h"'. The path out of

and around the diver is actually longer than 2h"'. It does not, however,

seem worth while to apply these refinements until a room of perfectly con-

stant temperature has been secured.

Finally, it is interesting to compute the virtual viscosity of the inter-

molecular space through which the air molecule transpires. The coefficient

of diffusion taken per cubic centimeter (k being independent of R and there-

fore correct) will be

1.09X10"" ^^ _!(,K= — =0.91X10
0.0012

whence the velocity of transpiration for a gradient of dyne/cm. is also

7;= 9. 1 X io~^° cm./sec. Writing, as above,

17 = F/6TNrv

where F= i dyne, N = 6oX 10^^ molecules per cubic centimeter, 2r= 2Xio~^
cm. (O. E. Meyer's values),

_ I _g
''"

6X3.i42X6oXio^'Xio-«Xo.9iXio-^°~^^°^'°

The viscosity of air is 190X io~^. Thus the virtual viscosity of the medium
is to tliis extent about 5 times that of normal air.

If we take Millikan's* recent data for N and 2r, viz,

iV = 2.64X10'^ 2r= 2.89X10"^ (oxygen) 2r = 3.06X10"^ (nitrogen)

and regard 2^= 3X10"* cm. as the average molecular diameter for air,

2A''r = o.7932Xio" replaces 27V^r= 12X10" above; whence

77=1455X10"^

or the virtual viscosity of the intermolecular medium would be nearly 8

times as large as normal air.

*Millikan, Physical Review, xxxii, pp. 349 et seq., iqii.
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If the correction for Stokes's law be introduced, :; must be replaced by

i+ 2?/r
v=

i+3^A

where ^ is the coefficient of slip. If ^ = 7.6X io~^ an order of values given

by Millikan {I. c), since 2r is but 3 X io~^, v is to be replaced by 2v/s. This

makes 77 about 50 per cent larger, or the virtual viscosity of the medium is

finally
7/ = 2i8oXio~^

or about 11.5 times as large as the viscosity of normal air. Finally, if the

correction for the density of glass given in §24 is inserted, this factor is

increased to about 13.

20. Transpiration of Hydrogen into Hydrogen Through Water.—
The behavior of hydrogen alone is peculiar. Hydrogen was imprisoned in

the swimmer, as usual, on the first day (see table 4). The upper surface

was still in contact with atmospheric air; hence the marked loss of weight,

the potential energy of separated gases being dissipated at the initial very

large rate. Thereafter, however, the air was replaced by an artificial

atmosphere of hydrogen from the gasometer, whereupon the large loss of

weight from February 25 to 26 almost at once changes to a gain, which in

its turn at first grows enormously, finally to decrease again to a smaller but

still persistent gain. This feature is probably due to the air dissolved in

the water (see fig. 7). Temperature modifies these data somewhat, but

the fact remains that hydrogen apparently diffuses through water, from

low to high pressure; i. e., up-hill or against the pressure gradient. This

is an interesting result, showing, like the first sudden drop, the importance

of the mixture effect. The potential energy of separated gases is being

dissipated at a rapid rate. Possibly some dissolved air at first diffuses into

the swimmer; but eventually hydrogen diffuses into it in excess of the

outgo of air; for in view of the pressure p^ of the diffused air within the

swimmer and since p^-^-pa is constant, p^ is less than the pressure B— iroi

the artificial atmosphere of hydrogen on top. The data after March 2 and

as far as March 9 show the trend of approximately

w= 1.7 = io~®g/day or o.2Xio~^''g/sec.

the result being a remarkably regularly increase of weight. One may note

that all these changes of direction are abrupt. Whether this is merely acci-

dental or whether certain definite mixtures diffuse together remains to be

seen. Unfortunately air is not a simple gas, so that the behavior of three

gases is really involved.

A peculiar result during this stage of diffusion and occurring in all similar

cases is the enormous enlargement of microscopic air bubbles attached to

the solid surfaces wherever they are in contact with water. These are

sought out by the hydrogen, and soon become visible and greatly enlarged
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by the flow of hydrogen into them, so that they finally break oflf or may be

shaken off. After the first few days such bubbles no longer occur. This is

additional confirmation to the effect that hydrogen here diffuses from

apparent low pressure to apparent high pressure, so far as water levels are

concerned, in cases where it enters a medium of air, however small; i. e.,the

gradients due to mixture imply that pa>h"p^g, p,,<B~T, since pa+P),—

B-\-h"p^g— Tr is constant. Wherever the water is continuous or in actual

contact with the glass, no bubbles are produced. Neither do they ever

occur for the diffusions of air into air.

Table 4.—Diffusion of hydrogen through water into hydrogen.

^=0.005823; Af= 18.09; Pm=i3-6; /j' = o.8cm.; ;j"=ii.ocm.; /j"' = 5.5 cm.; /=22.ocm.;
i/pj= o.3486*; water-head 0.06 cm. Hg.

Areas: 12.6 cm.^; 24.6 cm.'. Diameters: 4.0 cm.; 5.6 cm.

Date.
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or about 13.5 times the normal viscosity of hydrogen. Correcting as in §24,

the factor becomes 15, which does not agree with the corresponding datum
for air (about 13 times) as well as the values found above appeared to

predict.

66
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The experiment of this section is the converse of those briefly detailed in

table 2 and repeated at greater length in a following paragraph (23). The

data are given in table 5 and are shown graphically in fig. 8. During the

Table 5.—Diffusion of air through water into hydrogen. M= 14.45; i:
= 98i

; Pm= 13-6;

i?a = 2.87X10^; = 6.4 cm.-; A = AIgpm/Ra = o.o6'ji-j; /j'=i.5cm.; /j"=iocm.; /j"'=5

cm.; I /pj = 0.3486.*

Date.
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which the bubbles are initially expanded. In fact, if the pressure within

be taken as p = \T/r, where T is the surface tension and r the radius of the

sphere, if the bubbles grow almost from the order of microscopic dimensions,

say from ;•= io~^ cm., we may put

/> = 4X8o/io~'* = 3.2Xio^ dynes/cm.^

Thus the initial pressure would have to be of the order of several atmos-

pheres, if this explanation is correct. As not more than one atmosphere

is available, the original air-bubbles should be larger than 6Xio~^ cm. in

diameter to expand.

Ji(a\

Fig. 8.—Chart showing loss of mass of gas in diver in lapse of days.
Diffusion of air into hydrogen.

Between March 9 and 16 the rate has somewhat abruptly decreased

(o to b in curve).

Between March 16 and 30 the weight of the imprisoned air was nearly

stationary {b to c in curve), a condition of things which has again been
reached abruptly. Hence the per second influx of hydrogen and the efflux

of air are here about equal, remembering, however, that m is not the actual

mass.

From March 20 the pronounced efflux suddenly begins, at a specific

though slowly increasing rate until April 30 {cde in curve) . It would seem
to be probable that during this interval the content of the swimmer is

largely hydrogen ; and yet the apparent mass rate of efflux is

-10m = 160X10 g/day or 18X10 g/sec.

a relatively large value.
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Since the area of diffusion is a = 6.4 cm.- and

h"=ioctn. /z'" = 5cm. l = h" -\- 2h'" = 20 cm.— = 4^0 ^
di cm,

(apparent) ^ = o.6Xio~^^. Thus the volume coefficient is

K = 4.9X10"^''

Hence comparing the coefficients per unit of volume it appears that for

air-air k = o.9i Xio"^"; for hydrogen-hydrogen, k = 2.i4X io~^*'; for air-

hydrogen, K = 4.92X10"^''.

Thus the present coefficient is over 5 times as large as the corresponding

coefficient for air and over twice as large as the coefficient for hydrogen.

Hence the mixture transpiring can not be pure hydrogen. The reason for

this large k is difficult to ascertain.

In fact (curve c to/) after April 30 till May 7 the rate abruptly diminishes

again to

—w = 5 1 X io~®g/day = 5.9X io~^''g/sec.

whence ^=1.57X10"^*' which is now below the value for hydrogen, as it

should be.

On May 7, the upper atmosphere of hydrogen was accidentally forgotten

and replaced by air for but one day. The loss of weight thereafter is

enormous, showing that the contents must at least have approached pure

hydrogen. The artificial atmosphere of hydrogen was replaced on the

next day, but the recovery of the curve is slow (/" to g in curve) and corre-

sponds to the initial behavior of hydrogen (§20) above. Thereafter to June 10,

the mean rate is —w = 26Xio~^ g/day= 3.oXio~^*'g/sec. From this coeffi-

cients are obtained as ^ = 0.97 X io~" and k = 0.8 1 X lo"^". Hence, as usual,

the influx of air has enormously reduced the final rate by diminishing the

partial pressure of hydrogen.

22. Transpiration of Oxygen into Hydrogen Through Water.—These

results, which contain the first example of the behavior of two simple gases,

are given in table 6 and in fig. 9. One may note the enormously rapid rate

of efflux (a to b in curve), on the first day. The mean apparent rate (rela-

tive to mass) during this day was in fact

—w = 8.2 X io~^ g/day = 9.5 X io~^ g/sec.

nearly 30 times as large as the final rate and about ten times as large as the

initial rate of the hydrogen-air system. This might seem to be due to the

solubility of oxygen in water, but it will probably be explained in terms of

the relatively high density of this gas. The rapid diffusion ceases after the

first day, when the greater part of the oxygen will have escaped. The case

is particularly remarkable, as the rate is necessarily the difi'erence between

the influx of hydrogen and the efflux of oxygen, so that the actual rate of

loss of oxygen must have been relatively enormous.

On the six succeeding days (curve, from b to c) the influx of hydrogen into

the swimmer about balances the effi.ux of oxygen from the swimm.er. There-
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after (curve, c to d) the steady efflux begins, the behavior being at first very-

irregular, as usual for oxygen. The rate here, so far as observed, is

— »? = 32 X io~^ g/day or 3.7 X lo"^" g/sec.

The constants of flotation, etc., are

/t"=i4.5 cm.

Hence
dp

2//" =13.6 cm. / = 28.i cm.. = 7.05 cm.

— = 505 dynes/cm. k= 1.04X10
-13

K = 0.78X10
-10

which is somewhat less than the rate found above for air into air with the

same apparatus. What is diffusing, however, must be a mixture of oxygen

Table 6.—Diffusion of oxygen through water into hydrogen and vice versa. M= 12.01

grams; i?o= 2.6oXio«; p,„= 13.6; /I=o.o6i7; h'=\.\ cm.; h"= 14.5cm.; ;i"' = 6.8cm.;

I /pj= 0.3486;*/ = 28. 1 cm.; areas 14.5 cm. 2; = 7.05 cm.^, a' = 7.45 cm.-; correction =
0.08 cm. Hg.

Date. Hour.
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gas mixture, here hydrogen and oxygen, and it is therefore not remarkable

that the final coefficients of the linear march are all specific of the mixture.

This fact is particularly borne out by the following phenomenon. On
May 7 to 8 the artificial atmosphere of hydrogen was accidentally replaced

by an atmosphere of air but for one day. The usual effect of an enormous

loss, continuing for a day thereafter, even though the atmosphere of hydro-

gen was replaced, is apparent {d to e in curve) . After May 9 the period of

recovery begins, efflux and influx being at first about equal (e to /in curve).

The rapid loss on May 7 to 9, in response to the atmosphere of air on May
7 to 9, shows that the contents of the swimmer must have been largely

hydrogen gas. The prolongation of the effect for another day is probably

due to air in the water. Changes of rate are, as usual, abrupt.

dJpr/3 28=A{cu/3

Fig. 9.—Chart showing loss of mass of gas in diver in lapse of days.

Diffusion of oxygen into hydrogen.

The period of recovery, however, is characterized by an entirely new rate,

viz,

— w=i8Xio~®g/day

only a little more than one-half the preceding rate. Hence

-10
K = 0.44X10

In other words, the new rate corresponds to a diffusion of three gases,

hydrogen, oxygen, and nitrogen, and is characteristic of this mixture. The

coefficient is the smallest observed, but the final period of steady diffusion

has not yet been reached.
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23. Transpiration of Hydrogen into Air Through Water.—These experi-

ments, given in table 7 and fig. 10, are a sustained repetition of the work

in §11, using a much heavier swimmer, so that a decrease of the area of

diffusion due to loss of gas by transpiration may not occur. The curve, as

before, is remarkably regular and partakes of the qualities of the earlier

curve (fig. 5). The initial rate is —w = 7i X io~®g/day or 8.2X io~^%/sec.,

which is of the same order as the datum of table 2, remembering that the

constants of the apparatus are slightly difi"erent. The coefficients of trans-

piration are, since <i= 11.5 cm.^ (inside area),

h' 1 1.5 cm. 2h"' = g.o cm. / = 20.5 cm.

and, if the water heads be taken as a trial gradient for comparison, so that

dp— = 549 dynes/cm. K = i6Xio-10

somewhat larger than the above datum (^=1.1 X lo-'^), the difference,

however, being of the same order as the irregularities of the sectional areas

of the diffusion columns and referable, in part, to the values of h" and h'"

involved. There is, furthermore, a difference in the mean of the irregular

temperatures. Close agreement, therefore, was not to be looked for.

Fig. 10.—Chart showing loss of mass of gas in diver in lapse of days.

Diffusion of hydrogen into air.

The final coefficients are largely subject to the water heads under which

diffusion takes place. We may therefore write, since

—^= 3.5Xio-^g/day or 4.oXio-"g/sec. ^ = 0.64X10"^*

and from this

K = 0.78X10-'°

which approaches the coefficient for air (0.91X10"'°), as would be antici-

pated. One may note, however, that it is nevertheless still below it.
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Table 7.—Diffusion of hydrogen through water into air. Heavy swimmer, il/= 37.42;

i?A=4i.45Xio«; pm=i3.6; i/pg= o.3486;* A = Mgpm/Rh = o.o\2oy, h'=\.8 cm.;
A"= 1 1.5 cm.; /f"' = 4.5 cm.; / = 20.5 cm. Areas, inside 1 1.5 cm. 2, outside 13.5 cm. 2,

ring 24.6—13.5=11.1 cm.^; p;,= 89. 53X10"^. Diameters 3.83, 4.13, 3.6cm.; cor-

rection 0.13 cm. Hg.

Date.
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If we differentiate the equation

m = A — I )

logarithmically, with respect to Pg the result is

Pw

Pgipg-Pj

and since k = m/a(dp/dl), the same relative error will occur in m, m, v, v, k,

and K. Since p„,= i (nearly) and the assumed value of Pj = 2.868 and 8pj =
— 0.402, this correction is

—0.402

2.868(1.868)
= -0.075

Unfortunately the error 8pg is too large to admit of differentiation. The
correction for m may, however, also be given directly by multiplying by

i/ptr~i/Pg

I/P^—I/Pg

where the numerator contains the correct values. In this way, for the

mean temperature of observation, the fraction is

O.SQ74-^^^ =1-0.0871
0.6544

or the correction is —8.7 per cent. It will therefore be necessary to reduce

all the values specified by this amount. It is needless to apply the cor-

rection to the above tables, since their chief purpose was to show the

character of the variation of m in the lapse of time, and all temperature

corrections, etc., have there been made. But in table 9 of the next section,

which is a summary of essential results, the correction has been introduced

in full. The final data are therefore smaller than the above.

25. Summary. Relatively Slow Diffusion of Mixed Gases.—The data

of the preceding tables have been brought together in all their essential

features in table 9, values in parenthesis being nominal, due to the variable

gas constant, R, involved. In case of mixed gases the initial diffusion is

simply tabulated for com.parison and the gradient selected (water heads h")

merely furnished a means of obtaining a datum (k or k in parenthesis), inde-

pendent of the dimensions, etc., of the apparatus. In these cases (k) or

(k) have no immediate meaning, because the diffusion is differential under

conditions which have not been disentangled. The data, like m, which is

not free from the constants of the apparatus, merely indicate the enor-

mously rapid dift'usion at the outset, while the potential energ}^ of separated

gases is being expended. In case of mixed gases m also is nominal, the true

datum being v, the number of cubic centimeters diffusing per second as

explained above.
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The case of hydrogen, diffusing into air, does not show large values in m;
this might seem to be due to an even more rapid diffusion during the first

day, decaying more rapidly. It is, however, at once interpreted on reduc-

ing m to V, the diffusion relative to volume (see table 9).

The initial diffusion of hydrogen out of the swimmer into air, and of

hydrogen into the swimmer containing air, is in excess of the opposed

current of air, by an amount of about the same order. The rate at which

imprisoned hydrogen escapes from the swimmer in excess of the entrance

of air is, however, definitely larger than the excess of rate of entry, compared

with the escape of air in the converse case, for reasons which do not at once

appear. These rates are i> X 10^ = 8 to 10 for escaping hydrogen, and

t)Xio® = 5 for entering hydrogen, and are to be somewhat modified by the

constants of the apparatus. Possibly the fact that the water must first be

saturated with hydrogen before this gas can enter the swimmer, whereas it

escapes with greater freedom into unsaturated water, accounts for this initial

difference. At the same time, hydrogen enters the swimmer against the

pressure gradient of the water levels.

In general, however, the diffusion of mixed gases, during the first day,

is in need of more detailed investigation, in which case special methods of

charging and of observing without removing the artificial atmosphere, will

have to be devised, as is done in the last chapter.

The special feature of table 9 is the relatively low rate of the final diffu-

sion of mixed gases. Thus the mixture air-hydrogen (table 8), which is

nearly all air, shows a lower rate than pure air; the final hydrogen-air

diffusion, which is nearly all hydrogen, a lower rate than pure hydrogen;

the final hydrogen-oxygen diffusion, a much lower rate than pure hydrogen;

the hydrogen-oxygen-nitrogen diffusion, which is nearly all hydrogen, a

much lower rate than air or hydrogen, etc. It seems, therefore, that small

quantities of a second gas added to the pure gas markedly reduce its rate

of diffusion, k. The reason of this would seem to be the potential energy

of the mixture, which must here be increased to the potential energy of

separated gases. Thus the opportunity of dissipating potential energy is

decreased and the diffusion is correspondingly sluggish.

It is, however, probably sufficient to refer the whole question to the actual

value of the full pressure gradients involved, ^i Pa' Pb' Pe> • • • » ^^ the

partial pressures of the gases within the swimmer, when B is the barometric

pressure and h"p„g the pressure due to the heads of water bearing on the

gas mixture and tt the vapor pressure,

Hence if the pressure ^— x is due to the gas a (artificial atmosphere), it

will enter the swimmer if

Pi,+Pc+ ' ' • >h"p„g

it can not escape from the swimmer until pi,-\-pe-{-
' ' ' —h"p^g. As this

is a small pressure, the gases b, c, . . . must themselves escape slowly,
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and consequently the gas a, with the diminution of pt,-\-pc'\'
' ' ' will also

escape slowly. As a whole the results contain a remarkably striking com-
mentary on the meaning and potency of the pressure gradient. To develop

an equation, however, which embodies all these facts, in such a way as to

predict the observations quantitatively, has not been accomplished in the

above paper. In fact, if we write

m = pv-\-vp = pv-\- p
m.

where Wois the initial charge of pure gas, m and v are given in terms of p by
equations (31) and (35). Hence the equation may be expressed in terms

of p and becomes eventually

— {pv— m)~2pv—{pv —m) =0

Table 10.—Values of p (density) in the final diffusions of mixed gases. j5 — 7r=74 cm.;
n= 987,000+/>' dynes; ^0=109X10-"; *a= i.92X 10-'*; Rn/Ra=\'\-'\A-

Po Ra \a "" I ) n{ka-kn)
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nearly absent in case of the diffusion of hydrogen and is thus not a direct

temperature effect. To state the case analytically, the volume v of the

imprisoned gas is, in terms of its gas constant R, absolute temperature t,

pressure p, and mass m, as usual given by

p = R —T = RpT
V

Now, since

m =

it follows that

Rt \pto Pff/

P ^Pw Pg^

where v is the volume which would be contained in the diver and p the

corresponding density of the gas, at any selected fixed or fiducial atmos-

pheric pressure and absolute temperature p and r, under which the experi-

ment is supposed to take place. If the latter be given in centimeters of

mercury, the barometric height being B,

H /I i\
-D \Pw Pa /

It follows that if we divide m by p, the density of the gas originally in the

diver under the specified normal conditions (density being known for a single

gas but not at once given in case of a mixture), we refer all data to these

conditions and temperature and pressure discrepancies are excluded. More-

over, V and the corresponding diffusion coefficient, k = v/a(dp/dl), can be com-

puted for any gas, m.ixed or simple. Under the form Bv/II-\-M/Pg =M '

p^,

the above volume equation is obvious directly, as the approximate condi-

tion of flotation at the manometric pressure //.

Finally, it is not improbable that the irregularities of graph in question

may be actually used as a means of measuring the variation of the solu-

bility of a gas in the liquid, with temperature.

In conclusion I may point out the extreme sensitiveness of the above

method. With the same apparatus, relative data should be determinable

with an accuracy comparable to that with which the barometer can be read

;

i. e., much within o.i per cent, since, finally, 7;
= '^'///jB, where v' is the nearly

constant volume on flotation. Absolute data, however, require a determi-

nation of the constants of the apparatus, which is less accurately feasible.

It has already been intimated that to secure this sensitiveness, temperature

must be kept constant in the lapse of time. Furthermore the rigorously

pure gases must be introduced under their own atmospheres and there must

be no foreign gases dissolved in the liquid. Moreover, all observations

must be made with the artificial atmosphere kept in place. Indeed, it is

a question whether the effect of diffusion in rendering gases stored over

water impure has generally been adequately guarded against.





CHAPTER III.

HYDROSTATIC METHODS FOR THE ABSOLUTE ELECTROMETRY
OF HIGH POTENTIALS.

Part I.

—

Hydrometer Methods.

26. Introduction.—The remarkable precision of weio^ht measurement,

which was shown in case of the experiments with the Cartesian diver dis-

cussed in the above chapters, suggested experiments along similar lines for

purposes where other forces (electrical forces, for instance) are in question.

It will be necessary in the course of the present work to measure very high

potentials. Hence the modification of the absolute electrometer in such a

way that the movable disk is supported by a hydrometer, or by a Cartesian

diver, floating in insulating liquids under known conditions, seemed to be

an interesting application. In fact, the direct test of the consequences of

Coulomb's law, for the case in which the movable conductor is a Cartesian

diver, is well worth the trial.

27. Absolute Electrometer.—The first experiments were made by the

hydrometer method, and figs, ii, 12, 13 show the apparatus. In fig. 11 a
ceded is the condenser, dd being the guard ring and e the movable disk, both

being flanged on the circular edges toward each other, for stiffness. The
plate ec is supported by the screw 55 passing through the lateral arm of hard

rubber h. The hard-rubber handle a rotates the screw 55 and plate cc

around the vertical axis, so that it may be brought in contact with dd or

removed from it by as much as may be desirable. The complete and partial

turns of 55 are given by a graduated head (not shown) as in case of the ordi-

nary micrometer caliper. In this way the distance apart D of the plates

cc and dd is sharply determinable.

In certain of the measurements below it is desirable to be able to raise

the guard ring from its position in the uncharged apparatus to the level of

the disk. It should therefore be adjustable in the vertical direction.

The guard ring dd is the top of a box and is perforated at its bottom with

a brass tube ggg, 35 to 40 cm. long, closed by the plug k. The T-coupling

h communicates at i with a water reservoir for floating the hydrometer,

the top of which is the disk e.

In fig. 1 1 A the float is a very thin tube of aluminum ff about 0.854 cm.

in diameter and nearly 30 cm. long. It is closed above and below and there

prolonged by a thin stiff wire m about 7 cm. long, terminating in the brass

sinker n. The w^hole arrangement efmn weighs about 15 grams and floats

with the tube vertical and disk horizontal in the charge of water wiv. This

float is very mobile in the vertical direction, so that if electrical forces are

strong enough it may actually be lifted into contact with the disk cc. One

of the methods of measurement presently to be given will depend upon this

possibility.

39
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To keep the water level at the proper height or to raise or lower it by a

definite amount, the screv; pump in fig. 13 is available. This consists

essentially of a thick screw 6' playing into the brass tube cc, which is closed

at the top by the stuffing box a compressing the ring of soft material hh.

The bottom of the tube cc ends in the tubulure i, to be joined by appro-

priate tubing with the corresponding tubulure i in fig. 11 a. The brass

tube cc, fig. 13, is quite filled with water to the exclusion of air, so that ever}'

turn of the screw S raises the level ww in fig. 11 a by a definite amount.

The screw 5 is also provided with a graduated head (not shown), so that the

whole turns and fractions of a turn may be read off, and the ratio of the

diameter of the water level in fig. 11 a and that of the screw S in fig. 13

must be known. In the figaire the ratio of the areas is about ten to one.

d

^wik /'f

V}

d

ff

B

Fig. 1 1 A.—Absoluteelectrometer with disk carried by tubular hydrometer of aluminum.
B.—Absolute^electrometer with glass U-tube for adjusting levels.

It is interesting to note in passing that on sudden advance or retreat of

the screw 5 an impulsive wave passes through the liquid, suddenly raising

and lowering the disk e often more than a centimeter and with considerable

force. Direct and reflected waves are recorded in this v/ay.

In many of the experiments it was found sufficient to coat the screw (hot)

with an adhesive layer of resin and beeswax. A well-fitting brass screw

0.75 inch in diameter and 20 threads to the inch was used. A socket of

indurated fiber is even preferable, there being no appreciable leakage for

some time. This avoids the complication of a stuffing box, but of course it
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weighs about 35 grams, including disk and sinker. The essential part is

the tube// of copper about 0.5 cm. in diameter. This float is not intended

to rise and fall as in the case of fig. 1 1 a, but to move to a definite level

under the influence of the electrical forces of the condenser.

Water has been referred to as the liquid charge of the apparatus. It has

an advantage, inasmuch as the whole of the lower half of the condenser may

be earthed and the guard ring and disk are necessarily at the same potential.

It has the very serious disadvantage, however, that large capillary forces

are involved, particularly in case of the wide stem of fig. 11 a. Hence a

charge of kerosene oil or even of the heavier clear paraffin oil is preferable.

In cases where the disk e in its uncharged position is to be flush with the

surface dd, it is convenient to provide the tube gg with opposite glass win-

dows (not shown), through which a mark on the tube//" or the bottom of

the tube or the sinker may be distinctly seen. The adjustment is made

once for all, so that when e is flush with d, the mark seen at the window may
coincide with a definite line or two lines in the same horizontal plane on

the opposed windows.

28. Equations for the Tubular Float.—Let V be the difference of poten-

tial of the plates of the condenser in the absolute electrometer and D their

distance apart. Let F be the electric field, so that F=V/D. Further-

more let /e be the electric pressure between the plates, i. e., the pull per

square centimeter.

Suppose the disk e is raised a small distance / above the level just char-

acterized by D. Then we may write, since 87r(30o)^ = 2.262 X 10

f,= Vy2.262Xio'X{D-lf (i)

if V is given in volts.

The total mechanical force evoked by the same rise I above the position

of equilibrium of the float is vpg, where v is the volume of the stem sub-

merged, p the density of the liquid, and g the acceleration of gravity.

Let r be the radius of the stem {ff, fig. 11 a), and R the radius of the disk

{e, fig. II a). Then the amount of force evoked per square centimeter of

the disk, i. e., the mechanical or restoring pressure /„, is

fm=-^ hg (2)

In the case of equilibrium these two pressures are equal,/<,=/„, and there-

fore

V' = 2.262 X io« (£^ pg{D- Ifl (3)

To measure V, therefore, both D, the original distance apart of the un-

charged plates of the condenser (disk flush with the level of the guard ring)

and the rise of the disk, /, on charging, must be known. It will also be

desirable to raise the guard ring to the level of the disk in the charged

apparatus.
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Since equation (2) is linear in I and equation (i) quadratic in /, the curves

of /, and/„ in terms of / must in general intersect in two points, one of which

(lower or smaller /) corresponds to stable and the other (upper or larger /)

to unstable equilibrium of the disk. For a fixed value of D these are

further apart as V is smaller. When V increases sufficiently the two points

of intersection eventually coalesce in a single point. This particular value

of / shows the highest stable position which the disk may reach. For large

values of V there is no point of intersection, or the disk passes without

interruption from the lower to the upper plate of the condenser. The same

result may be brought about by decreasing D for a fixed V, and on this

principle I have based the following method of measurement.

If we differentiate equations (i) and (2) with respect to I the results are

dfe^ 27^

dl 2.262Xio\D-l)6/ n 7X3 (4)

If these slopes are identical

1 r^

F'= - 2.262 X 10' —. pg{D-lf (6)
2 K

Now, when there is but a single point of intersection (tangency of equations

(i) and (2)), equations (3) and (6) correspond to the same value of l= lg,

whence after canceling superfluous quantities

D = 2>lc (7)

In other words, if the electrical forces are sufficiently strong to raise the

disk e more than one-third of the distance D between the plates of the

condenser, it will pass all the way to the upper disk cc. Hence under these

circumstances equation (3) gives

F' = 0.5027 XioV=^Z)Vi^' (8)

Thus in case of the first method of measurement the upper plate cc, fig. 1 1 a,

is to be gradually lowered, while the disk c rises, until the last position of

stable equilibrium is just exceeded, or the disk travels to the upper plate.

The guard ring may now be raised D/T) and a closer adjustment made.

29. Constants of the Tubular Float.—To show the numerical relations

involved, the values of /^ and /^ may be computed and represented graph-

ically in terms of the lift /. Since for water p= i, and the diameters of

stem and disk are 0.854 cm. and 6.65 cm., respectively,

r'

fm=Y^ Pg/= 1 6. 1 8/ dynes

which is the oblique line tlu^ough the origin of the graph in fig. 14.
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To compute /g, a suitable value of D and F must be assumed. Let Z? = 4

cm. and Fin succession 10^, io^Xi.41, io*Xi.86, 10^X2 volts. Since

/,= FV2.262Xio'(4-0'

the successive curvilinear lines of the diagram are obtained. The lowest

have two intersections each; the one corresponding to stability being at 5

and the unstable one at us. For at s, a lowering of the disk means an

excessive upward electric force, while any rise of the disk means an excessive

downward and mechanical force. Just the reverse is true at us. The two

upper curves have one contact and no contacts, respectively. Hence, when
F=io^Xi.86 and D = ^, the disk will just be on

the point of rising without interruption. The maxi-

mum rise com.patible with stability would be 4/3
cm. The rise for F= 10'* and io^Xi.41 would be

roughly 0.18 and 0.43 cm., respectively.

To compute the potential of the maximum point of

stability for Z) = 3/= 4, equation (3) becomes

F^ = 2.262 X 10^ -r^ Pg — D^=i.86XioHolts.
R^ ^ 27

The values of / for the stable positions of the disk in

case of different values of D and F are not so easily

found, in view of the cubic equation (3). When /

is very small, however, i. e., for values of F less

than 10^ volts, / maj'- be neglected in comparison

with D and the equation becomes

Fig . 1 4 .—Chart showing
the forces actuating
disk for different po-
tential differences and
displacements of disk.

F'' = 2.262X10^
R'

pgDH (9)

Hence, if F=io^ the disk would only rise about 0.018 centimeter. For
F=io^ to 0.00018 cm., etc., so that even the interferometer could not

indicate more than about 10 volts. If, however, D is also reduced, say to

0.5 cm., or 8 times, the rise will be / = 0.0000092 cm., per volt; for D = o.i

cm., / = 0.00115 cm., etc.

Hence with the use of the interferometer and small values of D, there is

no reason why ultimately single volts should escape measurement except

for the capillary forces involved in flotation, where the stem penetrates the

liquid, as in case of the above apparatus. By decreasing the diameter of

the stem, however, as in the float fig. 12, sensitiveness may be further

increased.

30. Constants of the Conical Float (Capsule).—When the float is of

the form given in fig. 1 2 and a suitable window is provided in the tube gg,

fig. II A, or other vessel, so that the zero position (disk e flush with the

guard ring dd) may be accurately determined by lens or telescope, another
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method of measurement may be tested. In this case D is to be the same
for the charged and the uncharged state, i. c, to be constant, while the

water level ww is lowered in fig. 1 1 a by a definite amount of rotation of the

screw in fig. 13. Hence equation (3) becomes

F' = 2.262 X 10' -^pg/D' (10)

where I is the drop of the water level due to the play of the screw .S in fig. 13.

If 2i?' is the diameter of the v/ater level ww, in the cup, fig. 1 1 a, and 2B!'

the effective diameter of the screw (diameter of the solid cylinder plus the

thickness of the thread), and L its longitudinal displacement, equation (10)

becomes

F=' = 2.262Xio«(-^) ,gLB'

If, therefore, {R"/R'Y is small, say o.i, the apparatus is correspondingly

more sensitive, a result which is further enhanced by making {r/RY small,

i. e., using a smaller stem and larger disk.

In case of the given float actually constructed

2r= o.6o5cm, 27? = 6.65cm. 27?' = 8.23cm. 2i?"= 1.803 cm,

so that for water

\ 6.65X8.23 / "^

31. Experiments with the Tubular Float.—Experiments with a tubular

float, chiefly in the form fig. 11 b, were made at considerable length,

but only a few results need here be recorded. With the apparatus as

shown it was not convenient to go above 30,000 volts, and even with

this voltage the inconstancy of the electrical machine was an ever-present

annoyance. The chief purpose of the table, therefore, is to show the rela-

tive values of /, the depression of the water level for a distance apart D of

the disks of the condenser, when the upper disk was at a potential of V
and the lower at a potential zero.

The measurements as a whole proceeded smoothly, the only difficulty

being the control of the electrical machine. The endeavor to increase the

potential of the electrometer above 35,000 volts did not succeed, while with

the appearance of brush discharge potentials fluctuated enormously at once.

When the machine works smoothly, however, the disk takes a stable posi-

tion for a sufficiently large D and may then be brought flush with the surface

(by lowering the water level) without difficulty. Care must be taken to

keep the centering screv/s above the water level (w in fig. 1 1 b) quite dry,

A little tapping is essential.

In all the above experiments 3Z was much less than D, so that the disk

rose to a position of stable equilibrium below the point at which continuous

motion from the bottom to the top plate would have occurred. Only in
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the last case of the second series for the case of the metal tube was the limit

of stable equilibrium approached. When the potential is unsteady it is

necessary to keep the disk some distance below this. For the case of the

large values of V the guard ring should have been larger, but the results

as a whole betray no discrepancy attributable to this effect. To detect it,

facilities for constant potentials of the degree stated would have to be

available. In conclusion, the simplicity of the apparatus as a whole

deserves remark.

Table 1 1

.

-Measurements of potential, V' = 2.26X\o^pg ir^/R-)lD'; p= i;2r= o.854cm.
22? = 6.65 cm. Al tube 30 cm. long; weight, 13 grams.
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33. Apparatus.—The construction of the apparatus is shown in fig. 15

in vertical section. Here //"'/'/ is an inverted bell jar, with a ground edge at

ff and a neck for a stopper at /'/'. This is closed with a brass lid, ee, and

contains the charge of paraffin oil as far as the level ww. The plates of the

condenser are shown at gg and hssh, hh being the guard ring and 55 the

movable disk. In order that hssh may be nearly plane the inner circular

edge of //// is turned as thin as possible (not shown). The plate gg is held

by a rod aa (with a clamp screw on top), the latter fitting snugly into the

hard-rubber cylinder, to which it may be fastened with a set screw. The
cylinder bb is in turn held by a sleeve and set

screw, axially and vertically at the center of

the lid ee. Hence gg may be adjustably raised

by any desirable amount, or lowered into

contact with hh.

In another form of the apparatus the rod

aa, holding the disk, may be replaced by a p

micrometer screw and stuffing box.

The disk, ss, is floated on the Cartesian

diver k of very thin brass tubing, to which it

is soldered. The level of the liquid within

is shown at v. Four adjustable bent wires II

keep the float in position, concentric with

the axis of the circular plates of the condenser,

and also prevent its falling below a conve-

nient level.

The guard ring hh is supported by four

strips of copper nn snugly fitting the inside

of the bell jar. These are braced by a ring

of metal mm, to which the strips nn are sol-

dered. They terminate at the top of the

tube pp, which is the lower electrode of the

condenser, the clamp being at r. The tube

pp finally is held in place by the perforated

cork qq, all parts fitting tightly. In a fur-

ther improvement of this apparatus, the guard ring is adjustable, being

placed on three leveling screws, respectively, rotating with three springs.

The wires // are also adjustable.

The lid, finally, is provided with the tubulure c in connection with the

exhaust pump and a stop-cock d for the introduction of air, the tube p
below being closed by a cock (not shown) when the apparatus is used.

The apparatus as a whole is held in a suitable standard, and the ground

edge of the lid ee is clamped securely (air-tight) to the ground top of ff.

All other joints are made air-tight by an appropriate cement, applied on

the outside.

To adjust the apparatus it is first filled with oil, through pp, to the

required level, the bell jar being placed neck upward for the purpose and

Fig. 15.—Absolute electrometer
with disk carried on Cartesian
diver.
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c being closed. The jar is then inverted as in the figure, pp being closed.

Air is now introduced through pp in small bubbles, which are caught

within the Cartesian diver k, until the requisite amount of air is conveyed.

During this operation it is expedient to connect the air pump at c {d being

closed throughout) and to exhaust the air above w to the identical partial

pressure subsequently to be used in the experiment. Air is then allowed to

enter k through p, until the diver just floats. On closing p and restoring

atmospheric pressm^e through k the diver will sink as far as its supports.

Clearly the diver \vill be in equilibrium at a higher artificial presstue in

the air above ww when the condenser is charged than when it is uncharged,

because of the attraction of electrical forces. This difference of pressure

is the basis of the measurements.

In the course of the experiments it was found that means had to be

provided to secure parallelism between the disks hh and gg of the condenser.

This was done satisfactorily by placing hh on three suitable set screws,

held at mm, together with three corresponding downward-tending springs.

In such a case the disk hh, in the absence of the lid ee and the disk gg, may
also be removed on loosening the springs, an operation frequently necessary,

as, for instance, for the insertion of different divers k. The supports / are

to be adjustable for this purpose.

In constructing the instrument for definite purposes a metal vessel JJJ'f

should be used, provided with opposed plate-glass windows, through which

the disk hh and the upper part of the diver may be seen during measurement

in order that the time of drop may be ascertained. The disk hh would

then be practically a horizontal partition in the vessel, though the disks

should still be adjustable for parallelism. The pipe pp is to be soldered to

the bottom for efflux of oil and influx of air. The form of apparatus given

in fig. 15, however, sufficed very well for experimental purposes.

Since the guard ring and diver, the vessel, and lid are all put to earth,

while the movable disk gg is charged, convection may be produced in the

oil between the plates in case of high potential. Such a reaction on the

disk of the diver may tend to modify the equilibrium and the amount of

such an error will have to be shown by experiment; but nothing serious of

the kind was detected. If a solid plate of mica or glass is interposed a

variety of complications enter, which will be referred to below.

34. Equations.—If we return to equation (i), Chapter I, and neglect m/M,
the ratio of the mass of the air contained in the Cartesian diver and the

weight of the solid vessel (here of brass), in comparison with /,

h-\-E -rz 7- (l)
p„ Mg i-pJPe

where h is the difference between the level of the liquid within the diver

and in the bell jar (viv, fig. 15), H the corrected pressure in centimeters of

mercury of the artificial atmosphere above w, p^, p„, Pg, the densities of

mercury, of the liquid floating the diver, and of the solid walls of the diver.
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respectively, t the absolute temperature, R the gas constant for air, and g

the acceleration of gravity. This equation applies when the uncharged

diver is just about to sink, or is instantaneously in unstable equilibrium.

If, now, other things remaining the same, the diver is charged to potential

V, and D is the distance apart of the plates of the condenser, A the area of

the movable disk, and / the electric pressure.

F= 30oI>V87r/ (2)

where V is given in volts.

The effect of the charge is to keep the diver suspended, /. c, to virtually

reduce the weight Mg hyfA. More water will have to enter to just float it.

Hence H must be increased to //', while h changes slightly. Hence

h'+H' ^ - Rmr

p, (Mg-fA)ii-pJp„)

It follows from equations (i) and (3) that

Mg {h'-h)p^+{H'-H)p^
^ A h'p,+H'p^

(3)

(4)

As a rule //— h, which refers only to the difference of level of the liquid in

the diver, in the charged and imcharged states, may be neglected, and if R
is the radius of the disk, A = ttR}, so that

/=
Mg H'-H
tR' H'+hpJp^

If this be substituted in equation (2) the result is finally

(5)

^= 300— mg H'-H
H'+hpJp,

(6)

It is interesting to obtain an estimate of the numerical value oi H'—H for

a diver which, w^hen charged, floats at about atmospheric pressure. In the

apparatus, fig. 15, M is about 35 grams and R about 3.5 centimeters. Hence

H'-H = 3.SXio-^VyD^ (7)

and roughly the data given in table 1 2 apply, the numbers not defined being

H'—H in centimeters.

Table 12.
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With the disks of the condenser i mm. apart, it should therefore be

possible to measure 50 volts, the difference of manometer pressure resulting

being about o.i mm. of mercury. From this limit the manometer head

rises rapidly as the square of V or inversely as the square of D. Thus for

50,000 volts and D=i centimeter, H'—H = 100 centimeters. Hence if meas-

urements are to be made with the air pump, i. e., with H'—H less than

the equivalent of one atmosphere, D will have to be increased to D = 2 cm.,

where H'—H =25 cm., etc.

Practically the determination of V will depend upon the measurement

H'—H or of D. The latter seems to be the more convenient datum,

though it requires a screw with graduated head and a stuffing box in place

of the rod aa in fig. 15, i. e., a screw micrometer for D. In such a case let

H'—H= 36 cm., a convenient mean value. In other words, the uncharged

diver is to just float when the artificial atmosphere is about 36 cm. below

the normal barometer, whereas the charged rider floats for different values

of D. Hence by equation (7) for this typical case,

F = 3X 10^Z) volts, roughly

or numerically

Z>= o.oi 0.1 i.o 2.0 cm.

F = 30o 3,000 30,000 60,000 volts.

In other words, the electrometer, beginning with one electrostatic unit, will

be suitable for measuring the ordinary sparking potentials in air of electro-

static and similar machines; for the distance apart of the plates of the

submerged condenser would probably suffice to prevent sparking within.

Moreover, H'—H is large enough for accurate measurement.

35. Measurements.—For convenience the following experiments aremade

in terms of H— H' the difference of manometer pressures. The poten-

tials used were produced by a small Wimshurst machine, eventually kept

in rotation by a small motor. The data are given in table 13, part I.

Different values of H were used, as the apparatus was not quite tight below

the rider, so that small accessions of air entered. The variations of V are

probably due to the electrical machine, which was here turned by hand.

The table shows a consistent series of relative values for V, notwithstanding

the large variation given to D.

The diver was now modified by soldering it to a small sinker below in

order to secure greater stability of vertical flotation. The results in table

13, part II, show considerable improvement and there was no leakage.

Changes of V are again probably due to the electrical machine.

Another diver was now inserted having a breadth of tube somewhat

larger than the above, being 5 cm. in diameter and 6 cm. long. Its mass

was 31.98 grams, but unfortunately it proved to be slightly top-heavy in the

lighter oil, so that only a few measurements were taken (table 13, part III).

The addition of a sinker increased the weight of the diver to 37.89 grams,

the other constants being the same. The experiment was satisfactory
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throughout, the suddenness with which the charged diver breaks off being

specially marked. Care must be taken to decrease pressure slowly in order

to avoid thermal discrepancies. Table 13, part IV, is an example of the

data obtained.

Table 13.—Measurement of potential.

I.—M=35 grams. Disk, 3.5 cm. in di-

ameter. Kerosene oil,p=o.799 at 24°.

Barometer, 76.14 at 17°. Diameter
of diver tube, 3.85 cm.;length, 8.8cm.

III.—il/=3i.98grams. Diameter, 2i? =
5.0 cm.; length, 6 cm.,* slightly top-
heavy.

D
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difl&culties were encountered from the frequent presence of air bubbles

between the plate and the disk of the diver. It was difficult to remove

them completely, and all attempt at measurement failed. In general solids

take a permanent charge which can not be removed by any means offered

by the apparatus. They must therefore be avoided for condenser purposes.

A return to the oil-condenser with a number of minor improvements

showed the results recorded in table 14.

Table 14.—Constants as in table 13, III. il/= 37.89 grams.

D
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whence it appears that the lightest possible diver, observed at nearly atmos-

pheric pressure, for as large an area of the movable disk and as small a

distance apart of the condenser plates as possible, would here be conducive

to the best results. An apparatus constructed so that

£^' = 75 cm. i?=i5cm. D = 0.05 cm. 1/= 60 grams

should show A.^= i cm. about for 100 volts, which appears to be the lower

limit of measurement. The higher limit, if the disks are made small, M
and D large, seems to be indefinite, providing all sharp edges can be obvi-

ated. So far as present experiments went the general behavior of the

apparatus was quite satisfactory. The drop is rapid and definite, facili-

tating accurate pressure measurement. The apparatus need not be quite air-

tight, since 11'—H is the variable in terms of which potential is to be found.

The large values of D (several centimeters) v/hich seem to be admissible

without vitiating the simple form of equation is an additional advantage,

so that sparks may in a measure be avoided. A heavier oil than kerosene

would perhaps be advisable, though sparks may occur without danger in

any case.





CHAPTER IV.

THE DIFFUSION OF GASES THROUGH SOLUTIONS AND OTHER LIQUIDS.

36. Purpose.—In the earlier investigation (Chapters I and II) certain

questions were left outstanding. The first of these refers to the diameter

of the column of liquid through which diffusion takes place. It must be

decided, if possible, whether variations in the area of the column exceeding

its minimum area have as small an effect as was assumed. Again, when a

gas other than air is examined, the Cartesian diver must be charged in an
artificial atmosphere of the gas in question, so that there may be no access

of air. The artificial atmosphere must therefore be constantly renewed.

Even the partial exhaustions should be made so far as possible in the

absence of air. Again, endeavors are to be made to secure adequately

equable temperature conditions, but the facilities of the laboratory for

this purpose are meager.

Finally, the effect of the solution of solids and liquids on the rate of

diffusion of the gas through water is an interesting question. What is to

be determined is the degree to which the physical pores of the pure liquid

are stopped up with different quantities and different kinds of solute.

Different solvents may also be taken in question.

37. Apparatus.—Hence the apparatus with which the present experi-

ments are to be undertaken must, at least in part,

be of the type shown in fig. 4, Chapter II. They
were constructed in some variety, but the form

shown in the annexed fig. 16 was finally preferred.

Here -cd is the Cartesian diver capable of rising in

the tube cmm, open below, closed above by the

stoppered thermometer t and kept full of water.

Thus the bulb of this thermometer serves addi

tionally as a stop for the diver on flotation. The
diver must fit very loosely in the tube, so that

there may be a minimum of viscous resistance to

its vertical motion. There should be at least 0.5

cm. clear space all around the diver. To prevent

it from sinking completely, a vertical sheet of

mica, e, slightly flexed so as to hold its position in

an axial plane by reason of its elasticity, was
eventually adopted in preference to wire gauze.

The wider and outer tube, yl, is so chosen that the area r of the mouth of

the diver may be equal to that of the annular space without, as nearly as

possible, throughout. The gas in the space // above the free surface / of

the liquid may be changed and kept at any pressure by aid of the tubes

a and h.

55

Fig. 16.—Improved Car-
tesian diver with double
tube and influx pipe.
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The tube gg is of use in charging the diver with gas. For this purpose

the apparatus .1 is inverted and then brought back to the erect position in

the figure so that the diver may be completely filled with the liquid. The
gas in question is then introduced in small bubbles through gg, while the

gas at H is kept about at the pressure (less than o. i atmosphere) at which

the experiment is to begin. WTien the diver rises the tube gg is closed. It

must subsequently be quite filled with the liquid by suction above, so that

there may be no accidental leakage of air from g to v. In fact, the tube g

may with advantage be straight. Gas may be led into v by tipping the

apparatus. Otherwise it escapes into H without charging the diver.

Table 15.

No. iM

A 12.on
B I 37-425
C ! 14-448

E
j

14-897
F 23.545
H 11.653

EE 12.472
FF 10.939
K2SO, ! 8.643
BaCl.
A.
H.

7-496
12.01

1

11.653

Ps

2.484
2.470
487
466
466
466
466
466
466

2.466
2.484
2.466

Vessel. Tube.

2r

40
80
60

70
70
65

70
70
70
70
40
65

15

26
16

>7

17

17

17

17

•7

'7

15

17

2r

3-3

45

8.5

9-3

2r

95
8

85
o
o

05

o
03
o

95
05

Float.

6.8
II. 3

6.4
7-1

7->

7-3
7-»

7-'

7-2

7-'

6.8

7-3

7-8
5-6
6-7

1 1-12

1 1-12

7-9

t-5-5-
6-7
6-7
5-6

7-8

7-9

When relative results only are in question, as, for instance, when different

strengths of a given solution are compared with water, the simpler appa-

ratus with a single tube is preferable. It is virtually standardized with

water at the beginning or end of the experiments. Unfortunately, in the

earlier part of the experiments the temperature difficulty was still encoun-

tered in the following work, there being no chamber of constant temperature

available. Later such a chamber was improvised.

The constants of the floats used in the present chapter are given in

table 15.

The divers were usually cut from test tubes and matched with regard to

the area of their mouths with the area of the stand glasses, in order to make
the area of the float and the annular area outside of it as nearly as possible

the same. The tubes should be of relatively heavy glass, so as to insure a

low position of the free surface within, permanently in the cylindrical part

of the test-tube. Otherwise the free surface is liable to contract into the

spherical part at the end, and a correction for this diminution of area is

difficult.
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38. Equations.—It will be expedient in the present research to compute

the coefficient of diffusion by volume, relatively to standard pressure and

temperature, and this may always be done even in the case of mixed gases.

The flotation experiments thus give

"»=T(--")-=<---)- w
70 \Pw Pg^ 7"

^Pzo Pg^ T

where Vq is the volume of gas in cubic centimeters in the diver, at 273°

absolute, and 76 cm. of the barometer. M is the mass of the swimmer,

Pg its density, p„ the density of the liquid, at the absolute temperature r.

H is the pressure in centimeters of mercury at which flotation just takes

place at the given fiducial level. If B is the barometric height, h the head

(including capillary depression) of the mercury manometer communicating

with the gas above the free surface, // the height of the bubble of gas in

the swimmer, rr d , 7 ; ' ; r \H = B+h'pjp^-h-x-Tr (2)

where p,„ is the density of mercur>^ r the vapor pressure of water or of a

solution at t°, .v the surface depression of the cistern of the manometer.

In all the adjustments used

// = 1^+ 0.05 — I .Ol/?— TT

The density p,^ is easih^ found for any solution, but it is not always possible

to obtain -rr' the reduced vapor pressure due to solution. Methods will be

given for each table. Their effect is usually insignificant.

The above equations for the interdiffusion of two gases {H initially alone

within the diver and finite in quantity, A without and unlimited in quan-

tity) are, as above shown, when the volume coefficient k refers to 0° C. and

76 cm. of mercury.

2h"'+ h'

a
- '^'0 = PhW- '^o) + *^a h"Ptc S (3)

where //" and h'" are the heads of the liquid shown in fig. 16, a the area of

the dift-usion column, pf, and p^ the partial pressures of the gases within

the diver, k^ and k^ their volume diffusion coefficients, and p^ the density of

the liquid. Throughout the experiments if B is the height of the barometer

B-^ = Pa-\-pn-h''p.S (4)

Hence if but a single gas A is present, p^^ is zero and

-(2h'"-\-h")v,/a^Kj.^'p,S (5)

from which k^ may be computed from observations of Vq in the lapse of

time. Moreover, , ,^,
iiPo= k (6)

the coefficient of diffusion referring to mass, which can not therefore be found

except in case of a single gas, where Po is given. One may observe that

Vo/a= ho (7)

where h^ is the height of the cylindrical air bubble within the diver at

standard pressure and temperature. The variations of //q in the lapse of

time are not, however, measurable with adequate accurac5^
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In equation (3) k,^ can not be found even when k^ is given, unless p,, is

also given, which is not generally the case in a phenomenon so complicated.

If equation (3) is expressed in terms of p^

Hence, since at the beginning pa= o,

-{2h"'-\-h")vJa={B-^^h"p,g)K^-{B-.)K, (9)

so that for given /v„, Hj^ may be found from the slope of the initial tangent of

the time graph.

lipa-^t"P.g,

- ^''

J" v,^{B-^)K,-{B-^-h"p,g)K, (10)

so that ^',, can again be found if this stage of diffusion can be recognized,

Vihich is not generally the case. When t'o = o,

Ph{'<n-'<a)=*^J'"pwg (11)

Vihich still contains the two unknown quantities, p,^ and Kj^, for known k^.

If the gases wdthin and without the diver are initially identical, but in

multiple as in the case of air, the quantities being limited within and un-

limited without,

2//'"+//'

a
k = Xaip'a- Pa)+ ^h (Ph- Pn) ( ^ 2)

Since B — k = pj^-\- p^and B — It"p^^g — iv = p^— p^, the equation ma}' be v.ritten

—
^'o =K- '^J P'a- ('^'a- l<l}Pa+Xh ^'"Pw

g

i^S)
CI'

If /Ca and Kf^ are not the same, the term involving p^ is variable and hence

Vq is not constant. Theoretically this is an objection against the use of air

as a standard gas. In practice, however, Vq is, apart from temperature

discrepancies, very nearly constant, /. e., the departure of the time graph

from a straight line throughout a sufficiently long interval of observation

can not be detected (see transpiration figures, Chapter II). Hence the two
diffusion coefficients are nearly enough the same to justify equation (5) in

most cases if sufficient time has elapsed to establish the equilibrium condi-

tions. The extreme difficulty of using any other gas and the special errors

introduced by the necessity of an artificial atmosphere more than counter-

balance the theoretical preference suggested.

39. Diffusion of Air into Air Through Water.—The apparatus used

was of the double-tube type of fig. 16 and its dimensions are given at the

head of table 16. The float fitted the tube somewhat too snugly, so that

observation was very slow, owing to the thin sheet of water between diver
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and tube. Inasmuch as the forces are known, it may be v»orth while to

test the method for measuring the viscosity of the liquid. Table i6 and

those which follow contain the date, the corresponding value of t'o, and the

other data needed to compute k by equation (5). }J denotes the mass of

the float, pg its density, p^ the density of the liquid at the temperature given.

Diameters of vessels are referred to under 2r; h' , h" , h'" are the vertical

heights of bubble, the water head for the diver ^vhen sunk, and the effective

height of the water level within the diver, above its mouth. The head //'

is liable to vary in the lapse of time.

Table 16.—Air-air through water. Ve.ssel -4 (double tube). j/= 12.011; p^ = 2.484;
C=43.i4; float, 2r= 2.95; tube, 2r= 3.3; vessel, 2/- = 4.4. /;'=i.S, /i"= 4.7,

/j"'=7.o.

Date.
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obtained in the earlier experiments. One should have anticipated a slower

rate of diffusion if any change of rate were to be found. The reverse is

the case.

The only explanation of the large rate encountered may possibly be found

in the fact that the partition on which the diver descended or rested during

quiescence was a sheet of clean copper. It is not improbable that the oxi-

dation of this sheet in the lapse of time increases the effective gradient as

the metal becomes a sink for oxygen. In other words, the normal diffusion

gradient is enhanced by the chemical effect introduced. If this proves to

be the case, the experiment presents a rather sensitive test for such action,

as the diffusion coeflicient has been increased nearly three times.

'vC
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October 24, and fig. 17, following b, at the end of each. The new diffusion

constants were somewhat smaller than the above, but they are still much
higher than the normal values, /. e., the new data are equivalent to

I'o
= 0.0383 c.c./day; whence 10^^ = 2.56

To interpret this result, it will first be necessary to remove the copper

partition, which has been supposed to be an absorbent for oxygen, and to

replace it by a partition of mica. This will be done in the next paragraph.

Including the last results the mean constants for the 50 days of obser-

vation would be

10 = 0.0505 c.c./day 10^ = 3.38

retaining the abnormally high value.

40. The Same, Continued.—The apparatus was now taken apart,

the copper partition removed and replaced by one of mica of the same

height. It was then charged with fresh water, etc., and placed in the vault

in question. The record of observations is given in table 17 and fig. 18.

Table
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It will be seen that the new march of volumes in the lapse of time is

essentially curvilinear throughout the whole interval of examination of

37 days. Only at the end, abruptly, a nearly constant rate appears which

is abnormally low. The initial constants are roughly

i'o
= o.o225 c.c./day, or lo k= 1.43

and the final constants

z'o
= 0.0072 c.c./da}-, or io'^/c = o.46

Thus the mica support has not changed the erratic behavior in the flotation

in this vessel, in which the constants have fallen in about 90 days from

10 K = 3.4, an enormously high value, to 10 a. = 0.46, an abnormally low

value, as compared with the usual residtof about io^^k — 0.9. All attempt

to interpret this exceptional record has remained futile, but it induced us

to discard the double-tube apparatus in most of the experiments below, as

being not only much more difficult to manipulate, but (for some occult

reason) liable to be untrustworthy in its indications, even after long lapses

of time within which equilibrium conditions would certainly have appeared.

41, Diffusion of Air into Air Through Water; Further Experiments.—
The peculiar behavior of air in the diffusions

of §39 made it necessary to install a series

of further experiments in which the dimen-

sions of the swimmer were

C

Sepm(H5 .. - ...

suitably varied. The
double-tube apparatus //,

after the work for which

it was destined had been

completed, was also ad-

justed for air diffusion. In addi-

tion to this, there are results for

the diffusion of air through water

to be made in connection with

each of the vessels in which air is

to diffuse through solutions, in

order that suitable standards may

Fig. 19, A, B. c.-Chart showing loss of stand- '"^ every case be available.
^

ard volumes of gas in diver in lapse of days. In tables 18 and 19 two similar
Diffusion of air through water.

^-^.^j.^ ^^^^.^ introduced into a

single-tube apparatus. They were both made exceptionally long, \^ ith a small

head //' and large diffusion column h"-\-2h"', the swimmers being 11 to 12

cm. in length. The effect of this would naturally be to increase the solution

discrepancy. One diver was somewhat heavier than the other, the masses

being about 15 and 23.5 grams, respectively. Finding that the diffusion

progressed with exceptional slowness but quite identically (see figs. 19 a

and b) in character in the two vessels, the light diver was now cut down to

G(t
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a length of but 4.5 to 5.5 cm. and the experiment continued under these

conditions. The records are given in tables 18, 19, 20, and figs. 19 a, b, c,

the long swimmers showing astonishingly slow diffusion. Both were moved

to the vault of constant temperature on October 25. (Cf. c in fig. 19B).

Table 18.—Air-air through water. Vessel E (single tube). M= 14.8968 grams; C= 53.5 1

;

Pfl=2.466; float, 2r= 3.oo cm.; vessel, 2^=4.7 cm.

Date.

Sept. 30
Oct. I

2

3

4
5

7
8

9

Barom-
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are inadmissible, that diffusion decreases with the length of column at a

retarded rate; or that the normal volume of gas diffusing per second

through a column, cat. par., is not directly dependent upon the pressure

gradient, but decreases more rapidly than the gradient. For long, slender

swimmers, /=ii to 12 cm., k is so much reduced as to suggest that for

greater lengths of column it would practically vanish. Such a behavior

was quite puzzling. The only method of interpreting it seemed to consist

in continuing the observations in table 20, while the diver in table 19 was

cut down to half its length for correlative observation.

The apparatus E, after the long swimmer had been cut down to the small

length, showed the results recorded in table 20 and fig. 19 c.

Table 20.—Air-air through water. Vessel £. Small swimmer. il/= 12.4716 grams;
p^=2.466; C=44.8o; float, 2r = 3.oo cm.; vessel, 2r=:4.7 cm.

Date.
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As a whole, these experiments show the absokite necessity of long inter-

vals of observation. Whether it be a gradual decline in temperature or

solutional effects, or whether fresh solutions or even water require a long

Table 21.

Chapter. Vessel.
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The rate of diffusion appears as

?'o
= 0.0185 c.c./'day or 10% = 0.90

a value which again approaches the normal result in Chapter II, and affords

strong credence that the much more troublesome double-tube apparatus is

unnecessary in practice.

It is interesting to compare figs. 19 c and 20, which, though obtained

with totally different apparatus, show identical thermal discrepancies.

The new results obtained

with apparatus A have already

been discussed. Table 21

is a brief summary of the

values for the diffusion of air

through water as obtained from

totally different apparatus and

charges.! The untrustworthy

results (vessel A) are omitted.

42. Diffusion of Hydrogen

into Hydrogen Through
Water.—The apparatus
(double tube, fig. 16) and ar-

rangements of results in table

23 are the same as in the pre-

ceding case of air. In the

present instance, however, an

artificial atmosphere of hydro-

gen had to be supplied. This

was obtained from a large gas-

ometer, a slow current of gas from the same passing over the surface of

the liquid day and night. The gas as introduced into the diver through

the lateral tube in fig. 16 was necessarily taken from the same gasometer,

so that the gases within and without the diver might be initially identical.

The case of diffusion of hydrogen through water, in the double-tube

apparatus, presents at the outset the usual meandering irregularity, here

due to the fact that the measurements were at first made in a temporary

medium of air. It was supposed, in view of the brief time of exposure,

that no serious discrepancy would be introduced; but the reverse is the

case. Consequently, for the remainder of the work, beginning about

October i, the observations were made in the almost entire absence of air,

the artificial atmosphere of hydrogen being kept in place during and after

the partial exhaustion incident to measurement. The results are now regu-

lar, showing the inevitable variations of the temperature of the room which

from the low solubility of hydrogen are insignificant in comparison with air.

eo
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The difftision coefficients of hydrogen, computed from table 23, are

i'o = 0.080 c.c./day or io'''k = 3.4

They are again larger than foimd in Chapter II ; but the differences are such

as might be ascribed to differences of composition, seeing how extremely

sensitive the method is to slight impurities in the diffusing gas, which can

not be kept rigorously pure. There remains the inherent temperature

effect, the influence of \vhich on diffusion proper (apart from solution) has

yet to be investigated, both for hydrogen and for air. It is noteworthy,

however, that the k of the present observations, /. c, in a diffusion column

Table 23.—Hydrogen-hydrogen through water. Vessel H (double tube). AI— 1 1.653
grams; p,i = 2.^66; (7=41.85; float, 2r = 3.05 cm.; tube, 2^= 3.4 cm.; vessel,

2r=4.6 cm.

Date.
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same as that of water. The solution may therefore be regarded as holding

20.8 grams of KCl in loo grams of water, or 17.2 grams of salt in 100 grams

of solution. To obtain the vapor pressure iv' of the moist air above the

solution, it was at first assumed that the reduction of vapor pressure at 18°

was relatively the same as at 0° C. for a given strength of solution. Further-

more, that the case of KCl would be practically identical with the case of

brine. Afterwards (using Landolt and Boernstein's tables) it was found

that such an assumption is inadmissible and that the equation should be

Table 24.—Air-air through KCl solution (20.8 grams in 100 grams water). Vessel

B (single tube). ^7=37.425 grams; C= 134.43; P(7 = 2.47o; float, 2^ = 3.8 cm.;
vessel, 2r=5.8 cm. P2a= i.i 133 at 24.5°.

Date.
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The diffusion of air through strong KCl shows at the outset a peculiarly

rapid march. This is probably due to the fact that, to remove air bubbles,

the water was placed under a relatively high partial vacuum. The rapid

diffusion observed is in correspondence with the restoration of a normal

amount of air to the water. Thereafter the march of results is fairly

regular, apart from the invariable temperature fluctuation. From a mean
line drawn through the observations, the coefficient of diffusion may be

found as follows

:

i'(, = 0.0072 c.c, day, or io^V' = 0.137

These data are to be converted, as stated above, by deducting hir'jH of

their value where 11 = 65 and 7r=i.5, so that 8ir'/H = 0.044-/65 which is

not appreciable in its bearing on k.

The coefffcient is thus smaller than the lowest result for air and water,

or quite small as compared with the normal datum for an air-and-water

system. It follows, therefore, that the intermolecular pores of water are

quite effectively stopped up by the presence of KCl molecules between

them. Diffusion proceeds much more slowly.

It would be an interesting inquiry to find how different gases behave in

relation to this stoppage; but the work is not yet advanced enough to

warrant speculation on such questions. It is obvious, however, that from

extended series of results like the following, definite conclusions as to the

effect of density of solution and chemical constitution, etc., on the structure

of the molecular pores must eventually be reached.

44. The Same, Continued.—The solution was now diluted with water

to about double the above volume, showing the density of p„= 1.063 at 23°.

This is equivalent to 9.9 grams of KCl in 100 grams of solution, or to i i.o

grams of salt in 100 grams of water. The vapor pressures are now larger,

tt' = 7r( I — 0.063) being the value inserted and holding as above stated for brine.

The reduction to KCl requires tt' = 7r(i —0.044), so that the correction

67r' = o.oi97r and in — {dvJdH)bTr' = — {vJH)bTr', the factor 57r7^ = 0.029/ 65

is too small to make its effect appreciable. In other respects the experi-

ments were made as above. Table 25 and fig. 23 show the results.

Fig. 23.—Chart showing loss of

standard volumes of gas in diver
in lapse of days. Diffusion of

air through KCl solution.

If a mean line is drawn through the data as a whole, the results are

Vj)=o.oii5 c.c./day or io^*'k = o.209

showing some increase of k as compared with the concentrated solution

(io^°K = 0.137) ; but in relation to pure water by no means as large an incre-
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ment as would be expected for a dilution to nearly half the original strength.

The stoppage effect of a content of but lo per cent of salt is still pronounced.

Table 25.—Air-air through KCl solution (11 grams in 100 grams water). Vessel B
(single tube). Constants as in table 24. Ptp=i.o6^ at 23°.

Date.
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in 100 grams of water. The vapor pressure was put 7r' = 7r(i —0.017). The

chart shows the results, which are unfortunately irregular for some unex-

plained reason, there being in the usual way a very slow adjustment to the

equilibrium conditions, after which the gas diffuses at a fairly regular rate.

The diffusion constants are (vessel B),

Vq — 0.0222 c.c./day or 10^*^^ = 0.423

a reasonable ad\ance on the former rates. The three curves for KCl solu-

tions show that not until after the lapse of two weeks do definite rates

appear. These essentially final rates are the ones taken. In each case

there seems to be an adjustment of the gas (Oo, Ng), which actually diffuses,

to the solution.

46. The Same, Continued.—On further dilution with about an equal

volume of water the density of the solution was p=i.oi7o at 21°, corre-

sponding to 2.65 grams in 100 grams of solution, or 2.7 grams in 100 grams

of water. Thus the vapor pressure became 7r' = 7r(i — o.oio).

The progress of the diffusion is given in table 27 and fig. 25. The latter

shows marked irregularity at the beginning (as usual), but the curve be-

comes fairly smooth when daily observations are replaced by weekly obser-

vations. Clearly, therefore, the daily churning up of the solution during

observation, usually at a relatively high temperature, is unfavorable to a

steady progress of results. The locus, however, is not quite straight, for

reasons which can not be inferred, as temperature was fairly constant.

T.\Bi.E 27.—Air into air through KCl solution (2.7 grams in 100 grams water). Con-
stants as in table 24. Vessel B. p,(,= 1.0170 at 21°.

Date.
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The rates of diffusion are

^0 = 0.0145 c.c./day or io^*'/v = 0.256

There has thus been a retrogression of rates, while the other diffusions in

the same region behaved normally. The rate is still far from the large

value corresponding to pure water.

47. Diffusion of Air into Air Through NaCl Solution.—The experiments

w'ere made in vessel F, the original solution being nearly concentrated.

The density was Pj^= 1.1450 at 22°, equivalent to 19.6 grams in 100 grams of

solution or to 24.4 grams in 100 grams of water. The vapor pressures were

taken as tt' = TT (i— 0.157).

The current data are given in table 28 and fig. 26 a.

Fig. 26 A shows a fairly regular progress of results and the constants are

z'o
= 0.0035 c.c./day or io^''k = 0.088

showing very slow diffusion.

Table 28.—Air-air through brine (24.4 grams in 100 grams water). Single-tube vessel.
i¥= 10.9387 grams; C=39.294; pg= 2.^66; float, 2r = 3.oocm.; vessel, 2r = 4.7cm.;
Pa,= 1.145 at 22°.

Date.
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48. The Same, Continued.—On dilution with about an equal bulk
of water the density was p= 1.0680 at 21°, corresponding to 9.5 grams in

100 grams of solution or 10.5 grams in 100 grams of water. The vapor
pressure was 7r' = 7r(i —0.060).

The record of results is contained in table 29 and fig. 26 b. The march
of values as a whole is very regular, particularly when the daily observations

are replaced by weekly observations. The rates of diffusion are

z'o= 0.00725 c.c/day or io^°k = 0.192

showing a normal increase of rates toward the value for pure water.

Table 29.—Air into air through NaCl solution (10.5 grams in 100 grams water). Vessel
F. Constants as in table 28. p„,= 1.0680 at 21°.

Date.
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Table 30.—^Air-air through CaCI- solution (27.2 grams in 100 grams water). Vessel
C(single tube). .1/= 14.448 grams; pg = 2.4ST, C=^\.g\ ; p„,= 1.1922 at 24.9°; float,

2^ = 2.85 cm.; vessel, 2r = 4.6 cm.

Date.
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But the following data for dilute solutions of CaCL in the same vessel will

exhibit much more striking anomalies in this respect.

50. The Same, Continued.—The preceding solution, being diluted with

about an equal bulk of water, showed a density of 1.105 at 23°. This is

equivalent to 12.2 grams in 100 grams of solution, or 13.9 grams in 100

grams of water. The vapor pressures are correspondingly increased to

7r' = 7r(i —0.075), for which tables vrere com.puted. The diffusion results

are given in table 31 and fig. 28 A, the apparatus and equipment being

otherwise the same. The mean rate of diffusion corresponds to the fol-

lowing data, again adducing a small increase of k as compared v»'ith the

former solution.

V(j = o.oo72 c.c./day and io"'k = o.352

The curve shows no initial disturbances.

51. The Same, Continued.—The solution was then further diluted to

about one-half, /. e., to about one-quarter of its original strength. The
density found was 1.058 at 1

8° C, which is equivalent to about 7.1 gramxS

CaClo in 100 grams of solution or about 7.6 grams CaClo in 100 grams of

water. The vapor pressures were therefore taken as 7r' = 7r(i —0.042).

The record of results is given in table 32 and fig. 28 b.

T.'^BLE 32.
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52. The Same, Continued.—The preceding solution diluted with an

equal bulk of water showed the density p= 1.0274 at 21° or 3.3 grams in

100 grams of solution, 3.4 grams in 100 grams of water, corresponding to

the vapor pressure 7r' = 7r(i —0.018).

The record of results is contained in table 33 and fig. 29 and is very pecu-

liar. Even apart from the usual irregularity at the beginning of the obser-

vation period, the curve continues to be sinuous after the weekly method of

observation is introduced. The mean value is probably that of pure water,

though the whole behavior is abnormal. The mean diffusion rates are

i'o
= 0.025 c.c./day or 10^^ = 0.946

a value even in excess of the usual air value. If the final rate were taken

the diffusion constants would be

^5 = 0.0197 c.c./day or 10^^ = 0.744

which is more nearly the probable result.

Table 33.—Air into air through CaClo solution (3.4 grams in 100 grams water). Vessel

C. Constants as in table 30. Pu = 1.0274 at 21°.

Date.
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Table 34.—Air-air through BaCl^ solution (20.5 grams in 100 grams water). Single-

tube vessel. AI=j.4g6o grams; 6^=26.926; pg= 2.4-jo; p,y=i.i70 at 23°; float,

2r = 3.oocm.; vessel, 2r = 4.7 cm.

Date.
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55. The Same, Continued.—The dilution of the preceding solution

with about an equal bulk of water showed the density p= 1.0435 ^t 21°, or

4.83 grams in 100 grams of solution, 5.1 grams in 100 grams of water, the

vapor pressure being 7r' = 7r (i —0.0 10).

The record of results is given in table 36 and fig. 31, and is throughout

reasonably regular, particularly after the weekty period of observations

has been installed. The diffusion constants are

^'0= 0.00875 c.c. day or 10^ = 0.244.

which is still far removed from water.

Table 36.—Air into air through BaCIj solution (5.1 grams in 100 grams water). Single-
tube vessel. Constants as in table 34. p^= 1.0435 at 21°.

Date.
Barom-
eter.

t H vo

Dec. 21 . .
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Table 37.—Air-air through KsSO^ solution (8.7 grams in 100 grams water). Single-

tube vessel. .V=8.6430 grams; C=3i.o46; Pff
= 2.47o; Pu,= i.o6^ at 23°; float,

2r= 3.03 cm.; vessel, 2r= 4.7 cm.

Date.
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The record of diffusion is given in table 39 and fig.

nearly regular and corresponds to the rates

It is throughout

^^'0^ o.oioo c.c./'day or 10 \ = 0.302

which is less than the preceding case and still far distant from the value for

pure water. The advantage of the weekly period of observations is obvious.

Table 39.—Air into air through K3SO4 solution ( t .7 grams in 100 grams water). Single-

tube vessel. Constants as in table 37. Pu = 1.0136 at 20°.

Date.
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Table 40 and fig. 34 a record the results. The diffusion in the main

proceeds in accordance with

i'o
= o.oo70 c.c./day or io'\ = o.i68

and the rates finally obtained are

z'o = 0.0095 c.c./day or 10^^ = 0.229

The usual difficulties in relation to equilibrium conditions assert themselves

at the outset.

JlrmZb 30 Skc. 5

Fig. 34 a, b.

iO iS M
— 0^ 5-5L
25 3)ec. 26 3/ Jan.5 iO iS 20 25 30

Chart showing loss of standard volumes of gas in diver in lapse of days.
Diffusion of air through Na-.S04 solution.

60. The Same, Continued.—^Diluted with about an equal bulk of water

the density of the solution fell to p= 1.0580 at 21°, corresponding to 6.32

grams in 100 grams of solution or 6.75 grams in 100 grams of water. The

vapor pressure is 7r' = 7r(i —0.014).

Table 41.—Air into air through Na-^SOj solution (6.73 grams in 100 grams water).
Vessel £. Constants as in table 40. p,c,= 1.0580 at 21°.

Date.
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(i —0.255). The curve obtained for the progress of diffusion is a line nearly

horizontal, showing a liquid all but impervious so far as the air molecule is

concerned. The slopes of the curve, table 42, fig. 35 a, correspond to

t'o = 0.00125 c.c. day or 10^^ = 0.045

the smallest value thus far obtained. Though a comparison with AICI3

is intended, it must be remembered that the apparatus is the one with the

long diver and liable to show relatively small results.

Table 42.—Air-air through FeCIs solution (37.5 grams in 100 grams water). Vessel H
(single tube). p,^= 1.2510 at 22°. Constants as in table 23.

Date.
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63. Diffusion of Air into Air Through AlCL Solution.—This is the

original solution of the series and nearly concentrated, the density being

p= 1. 1550 at 19°, corresponding to 20.2 grams in 100 grams of solution or

25.3 grams in 100 grams of water. The vapor pressure, for want of specific

data, was taken the same as CaCU and is thus 7r' = 7r(i —0.177).

Table 44.—Air into air through AICI3 solution (25.3 grams in 100 grams water).
Vessel A (single tube). Constants as in tatale 16. Pii = 1.1550 at 19°.

Date.
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Table 45 shows the results as thus far obtained.

To compute k, the coefficient of volume diffusion, the equation becomes

K = v/a (dp/dl) = h{i + 2h"'/h") Ipg

where h is the rise per second of the lower meniscus and the fall per second

of the upper, //'the head of liquid of density p, 2h"'-rh" the total length of

column through which diffusion takes place. The table shows that on

the average // = 26.45 — 26.37=0.08 cm. below, and 16.27 — 16.20 = 0.07 cm.

above, in about 17^ months, or 45.6X lo"^ seconds. Hence

/ 0-075 ,., ,2h"'
h = ~T^.—6 while I +

46X10" h'

9.4
I + 77-^ and pg = 98

1

10.2

Therefore k = o.03X io"^*^ nearly, a value, even in consideration of the long

time of observation, 17 months, and the small displacement of meniscus,

surprisingly below the datum furnished by experiments with the Cartesian

diver above, k = 0.8X10"^".

T.\BLE 45.—Diffusion in U-tube.

Date.
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65. Summary.—The data found in the above observations have been

summarized in table 46, in which the system of gas and liquid under-

going diffusion is specified in the first column, the table from which

the data are derived in the second, and the vessel in which the experi-

ments were made in the third. The vessels A and H were of the double-

tube pattern, the remainder being single-tube apparatus. The latter

admit of much easier treatment; being much less complicated, they prob-

ably lead to results which are for this reason more trustworthy, particu-

larly as every apparatus is eventually standardized by the results of the

dift'usion of air through pure water.

Table 46.—Summary.

System.
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the diver above its horizontal circular mouth, the area of which, a, is given

in the eighth column, while //" is the difference of level of the free surface

in the diver and the free surface outside of and above it, during the occur-

rence of diffusion. The coefficient of diffusion, i. e., the number of cubic

centimeters at standard temperature and pressure which diffuse across an

orthogonal square centimeter per unit pressure gradient, and the per-

centage of solute in solution (grams of salt per loo grams of solution) are

contained in the last two columns.

The cases of air and of hydrogen have already been adequately discussed

above and the various exceptional values, particularly the case of vessel A

,

interpreted. The mean rate for air may be put kX io^'^ = 0.9 and for hydro-

gen (the value in the present chapter is probably preferable because of

the greater care taken to exclude air), kX 10^^ = 3.4.

So far as this ratio is trustworthy, it is not out of proportion with the

ratios of mean molecular velocities for these gases. It is unfortunate that

the experiments above had to be made with a compound gas like air; but

the special difficulties involved in endeavoring to obtain similar results

with any simple gas, i. e., the provision of an artificial atmosphere in the

latter case, etc., seemed, at the outset at least, to more than counterbalance

the advantages of a single gas. Whether this adoption was actually a

wise step or not will appear in the future. It would not be so difficult to

work with hydrogen if a region of constant temperature sufficiently large

to contain all apparatus, including the air pump and the observer, were

available ; but this has not been the case. A thermostat for such a purpose

would not only have to be large but would have to be free from breakdown

for years. At the beginning of the experiments much time (/. e., several

weeks) must be allowed before a definite rate of diffusion can be said to

appear; but a steady condition eventually presents itself, beginning, as a

rule, abruptly, and it is not impossible that different liquids select differently

constituted gases for final diffusion. Such a gas may be richer or poorer

in oxygen than ordinary air.

The use of distilled water, which is usually inadequately aerated, as well

as the use of tap water otherwise pure, are in this respect objectionable;

for the former will contain a deficiency and the latter an excess of air.

Any change of the gases in the room, as produced, for instance, by gas-

burners or by hydrocarbon vapors or even by decay, is to be looked at with

apprehension. In this presence the partial pressure of the exceptional gas

is zero within the diver and the gradient is at once brought to bear at its

maximum value. When gas has been dissolved in a liquid under pressure,

the growth of bubbles on rough objects may be noticed long after a ten-

dency to effervesce has completely vanished, so that in all cases fresh solu-

tions seem to require a long time to reach a normal content of gas. The

composition of a mixture is usually different in solution and out of it. In

this respect also the temperature variation and the solubility of a gas are

menacing; for if the gas were merely added to or deducted from the gas-
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content of the diver, the result would be nil in the lapse of time, supposing

there is no continuous mean rise or fall of temperature, the latter in its

effects being indistinguishable from diffusion. The issue in question,

however, is the change of com.position of the imprisoned air, which becomes

either relatively rich or poor in oxygen; and this modifies the gradients

correspondingly. Any change of barometric pressure, nlorco^'er, is felt in

the gas inside and outside of the diver at once, but it does not follow that

it is also felt in the pores of the liquid. There will probably be diffusion

out of and into the pores of the liquid as the barometer falls and rises,

respectively, at a slow rate and thus not easily observable. The presence,

finally, of any absorbent of a gas within the liquid, as, for instance, the case

of bright copper, may confuse the result.

Finally, the discrepancy between the results obtained in a closed manom-
eter in the lapse of years and the above results with the diver in the lapse

Fig. 38.—Chart showing variation of volume coefficients of

diffusion at standard pressure and temperature with
composition and density of solution.

of months must be considered. These experiments have been in progress

for so short a time, relatively speaking, that all interpretation is merely

tentative. It would not be consistent if carried into detail. Nevertheless,

if we suppose the gas contained in the pores of a liquid to be relatively fixed,

then the presence of convection currents due to gradual changes of temper-

ature on the outside of the apparatus would carry the more compressed gas

of the lower level to the free surface, and conversely. Such an effect, whicli

is equivalent to an increase of gradient, being absent in the narrow tube of

the manometer, diffusion should be slower in the latter case, as it appears

to be. Here, however, the identity of the small amoimt of gas in the two

shanks of the U-tube is in question.

If the results of table 46 be graphically represented for each solution, so

that the coefficient of diffusion may appear in its variation with the strength

of solution, the sets of curves given in fig. 38 will exhibit the chief content

of the table. From these curves it appears that the diffusion of a gas in
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general decreases rapidly with the strength of the solution, /. e., the physical

pores of the solvent are invariably at least virtually stopped up by the

solute. But the decrease of diflusivity k occurs at a rapidly retarded rate

with the strength of solution, so that the chief effect is already patent for

solutions lying within 5 to lo per cent strength. The water of the solvent

should therefore be very pure.

Different solutions, moreover, behave quite differently. Thus the al-

kalis KCl and NaCl are more powerful in decreasing the diffusivity of a gas

than the chlorides or alkaline earths BaClg and CaClj, at least so far as the data

now available allow an assertion. One w^ould naturally anticipate some

result here with a bearing on the periodic law, but the time for this is not

yet at hand, and the conditions are liable to be variously complicated.

Thus the continued dilution of a concentrated solution does not necessarily

imply the continued decrease of the diffusivity of the gas through it. The
table shows instances, e. g., CaClj, K2SO4, in which the dilute solutions

show lower diffusion coefficients than the more concentrated solutions.

One would naturally attribute such a result (if indefinitely substantiated),

to the formation of hydrates at different favorable strengths of solution, by

which the structure of the solution is fundamentally modified.

In conclusion, therefore, the present experiments, in spite of all the labor

and patience spent upon them, have done no more than enhance the interest

of the subject in a very real degree. That the internal structure of the

liquid may in a measure be explored in this way admits of no doubt; but

the path of the explorer has proved very much more arduous than the

initial trials promised. The work will nevertheless be continued in various

directions.
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